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Abstract 

What is the role of trust when a team is in social flow?  This research is my second exploratory 

step to discovering the answer. The model that emerged from this research predicts that social 

flow is grounded in inter-personal trust which cannot exist without self-trust. Inter-personal trust 

enables two of the six conditions for social flow: high performing teams and the willingness to 

lose one’s sense of oneself.  The building of self- and inter-personal trust also has a temporal 

element. Two additional conditions to generate social flow, high levels of concentration and 

mission-driven work, were identified by research participants. The final two conditions for 

generating social flow were identified from the literature: working in the zone of proximal 

development and decreasing distractions. Three virtuous cycles to build trust were identified; this 

study suggests that it is possible that the entire model is a self-reinforcing upward spiral which 

enhances the probability of the occurrence of social flow events. Some scholars identify trust as 

one of the conditions that enables social flow; this research shows that inter-personal trust is in 

fact the basic social process required to achieve social flow, and that this inter-personal trust 

cannot exist without self-trust.  

 Keywords: Social Flow, Trust, Self-Trust. High-Performing Teams, Self-Directed Teams 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Why do orchestras only sometimes experience magical performances? What is happening 

when a sports team gels during a game and can apparently do nothing wrong? I have been 

curious about these questions since I was a member of an incredible team over a quarter of a 

century ago. We were geographically dispersed but every three months, for three days, we came 

together to review our goals and make plans to achieve our objectives. Those quarterly meetings 

were incredible; we fused into a single entity and produced something no one of us would ever 

have been able to generate on our own. Since that time, I have participated in, or led, many 

teams, but only a few ever achieved those nirvana states. 

Fast forward 20 years to when I was required to develop a research proposal as a 

component of my Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies application. What did I want to 

spend the next few years of my life exploring? I had always been fascinated by creative people, 

and particularly the creative process; I wanted to bring my two passions, teams and creativity, 

together. Throughout my coursework, I looked for opportunities to explore creativity, and one 

day, I happened upon a name for what happens to teams when they have these nirvana moments: 

social flow. Social flow is an area that is not yet abundantly researched; the term was introduced 

to the academy only six years ago. There are a few studies that explore sports teams and musical 

groups which suggest some conditions for social flow. My review of team literature revealed a 

significant overlap of social flow conditions with descriptors of high performing teams and team 

emotional intelligence. 

Social flow is a very complex phenomenon because, in part, there are an exponential 

number of relationships between team members; if there are five people on a team, there are 20 

relationships, with six people, there are 30 relationships. Because of this complexity, I decided to 
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focus on the role of trust in social flow for my first exploratory research. There is a lack of 

alignment between scholars on whether trust is an emotion or a belief, or perhaps both. There is 

some agreement that people have a propensity to trust. Similarly, in the team literature, some 

people are found to be team-oriented. 

I selected grounded theory as my research methodology primarily because it is 

exploratory and was designed to develop theory, which seemed appropriate for such a new field. 

I concatenated the 10 interviews and one workshop conducted for this research with four 

interviews from a pilot project I conducted in 2014 in partial completion of a graduate course. A 

model of trust in social flow emerged. 

The participants in this study and the pilot project ranged in age from 30 to their mid-

70’s. All have some post-secondary education, and four have master’s degrees. The participants 

were willing to open up about their experiences on teams with whom they had experienced social 

flow events. 

The purpose of this study was to develop a grounded model of social flow. I was also 

interested in exploring what team members themselves can do to generate the conditions that 

create social flow. The question that guided my review of the literature, research design, analysis 

and findings, and recommendations is what is the role of trust in social flow?  
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Chapter 2: A Review of the Literature 

A quarter century ago, Csikszentmihalyi (1991) declared that “in each new epoch–

perhaps every generation, or even every few years, if the conditions in which we live change that 

rapidly–it becomes necessary to rethink and reformulate what it takes to establish autonomy in 

consciousness” (pp. 52-53). These words hold as true today as they did then. We are in a new 

epoch, the knowledge age, and need to rethink and reformulate what makes humans happy.  

In the 1970’s at the University of Chicago, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi began investigating 

individual happiness and discovered a state of optimal experience he called “flow.” I became 

curious whether a team could experience a similar optimal state, and if such a team state existed, 

what the role of trust might be.  

My research question is at the intersection of teams, flow, and trust; thus my literature 

review aims to situate my research in the “intellectual road map of the existing literature” (Luker, 

2008, p.97) in these areas. My roadmap begins with a review of why creativity is important, and 

explores what a team is and what makes it perform well. I then explore Csikszentmihalyi’s 

concept of flow and scholarly work related to social flow. I also explore the literature related to 

trust, team psychological safety and team emotional intelligence, and what personal traits might 

impact social flow. At the end of the roadmap that is this literature review are measures that 

could be used to test the theory or model discovered in this research and an overview of research 

that has yet to be explored.   

Why is Creativity Important? 

I agree with Csikszentmihalyi (1996) that creativity is a “central source of meaning in our 

lives (p. 11). He highlights two reasons: “most things that are interesting, important, and human 

are the results of creativity . . . [and] when we are involved in it, we feel that we are living more 
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fully than during the rest of our lives [emphasis in original]” (p. 11). For over 25 years, I led 

teams engaged in creative work, architecting and building business and information technology 

solutions to meet the demands of ever-changing business realities. I became curious about what 

it was that made some teams’ experiences extraordinary and how I, as a leader, could open the 

space for an experience where “minds meet in the air between us and we achieve, at our best, an 

unfettered, creative, generous reciprocity” (Vera John-Steiner cited by Sawyer, 2007, p. 132). 

 In the body of literature on creativity, it has been “described as both an outcome and a 

process” (Shalley & Zhou, 2008, p. 6). Historically, creativity has been studied at the individual 

level; however, Hargadon (2008) argues that “in reality, creativity is a team sport” (p. 334).  

Teams 

The team sport is becoming particularly prevalent in work contexts. Already into the 

knowledge age, the technological complexity of the work we now do has resulted in people’s 

inability to complete tasks and projects on their own (Mathieu, Goodwin, Heffner, Salas and 

Cannon-Bowers, 2000, p. 273). These tasks and projects often require specialized skills, 

knowledge, and abilities that one person generally does not have. As Edgar H. Schien, one of the 

most respected scholars on organizational culture, wrote in Edmonson’s (2012) book Teaming, 

that there are complexities associated with both ethnic and occupational multiculturalism, and 

managers are “de facto increasingly dependent on all kinds of specialists . . . [and further posited 

that] teams and teamwork are the very foundation of our society” (Foreword, para. 3). Our work 

has, in some ways, become orchestral– it takes many specialists to perform a piece. Edmonson 

(2012) argues that using team as a noun is limited and advocates for the verb teaming (Teaming 

is a Verb, para. 4). She contends that teaming is particularly important in organizations which 

“have the following characteristics: 
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• When work requires people to juggle multiple objectives with minimal oversight. 

• When people must be able to shift from one situation to another while 

maintaining high levels of communication and tight coordination. 

• When it is helpful to integrate perspectives from different disciplines. 

• When collaborating across dispersed locations. 

• When pre-planned coordination is impossible or unrealistic due to the changing 

nature of the work. 

• When complex information must be processed, synthesized, and put to good use 

quickly.” (Learning to Team, para. 2) 

A creative team environment “in which members encourage each other to engage in 

creative activities and employ creative work processes” (Gilson, Mathieu, Shalley, & Ruddy, 

2005, p. 522) appears to have many benefits. It has been shown to “decrease job dissatisfaction 

and stress (Zmundzinas, 2002) . . . [and is a] positive contributor to job satisfaction, health and 

welfare (Runco, 1995)” (Gilson et al., 2005, p. 522). Gilson et al. (2005) also found that “teams 

with more creative environments have a significantly higher level of performance” (p. 527). 

From an economic perspective, Barczak, Lassk and Mulki (2010) cited researchers Florida & 

Goodnight (2005) and Rego, Sousa, Pina e Cunha, Correia, and Saur-Amaral (2007) to suggest 

that “the future success of many businesses relies on their ability to tap into the creative potential 

of their teams” (p. 332). 

With a body of research suggesting that teams should be very successful, and many 

examples of successful teams in the sports and arts contexts, I am urged to ask, do teams actually 

succeed in work environments?  It appears that organizations have much to learn from successful 
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sports and arts teams. Edmonson (2012) cites research which suggests that only 14% of work 

teams are highly effective, and over one-third of them are ineffective (Learning to Team citing 

the Manufacturing Performance Institute Report, 2003, para. 2). She further acknowledges that 

high performing teams, while powerful, are difficult to both create and sustain (People Don’t 

Always Get Along, para. 1). Bedwell et al. (2012) agree with Edmonson and cite studies that 

present examples in which medical teams have “failed miserably” (p. 142). 

What is a team? So what, exactly is a team? Researchers differ in how they define 

teams, but most definitions include many elements found in Barczak et al.’s (2010) definition: “a 

group of individuals where talent, energy and skills are integrated  . . .  and this collective 

capacity to innovate becomes greater than the sum of individual contributions” (p. 332). 

Recently, researchers have begun to refine their definitions of a team, focusing on what makes a 

real team and what is simply a group of individuals who appear to be a team. 

West and Lyubovnikova (2012) present the following characteristics of a real team: (1) 

recognition as such; (2) commitment to agreed team level objectives; (3) working closely and 

interdependently; (4) clarity about roles; (5) having the freedom and authority to decide how to 

complete the task; and (6) who communicates about their team processes (p. 26). Bedwell et al. 

(2012) add the notion of collaboration as a real team activity, where collaboration is an “evolving 

process” (p. 135).  

West and Lyubovnikova (2012) contrast a real team with what they call a pseudo team, 

which is one in which (1) the group is called a team; (2) there are no shared objectives; (3) tasks 

can be completed individually or in dyads; (4) it is not clear exactly who is and who is not a 

member of the team; and (5) members exchange information without impacting their shared 

effort towards innovation (p. 26 citing Richardson, 2010). West and Lyubovnikova also present a 
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third group that might be nominally called a team: a group that exchanges email and has similar 

roles but does not share goals; there is no interdependence in how these individuals complete 

their tasks (p. 26).  

Conditions for a high performing team. How does one create a successful team? 

Through my search of the literature, I did not find a single generally accepted model, although 

there is fairly significant overlap in the conditions various researchers consider important. 

Hackman (2002) asserts that there are five conditions required for a team to capture the benefits 

that accrue to its members and the organization. He argues that the team must be real, have a 

compelling direction, consist of three enabling team structural elements, have a supporting 

organizational context, and access team coaching.  

A real team has the following characteristics: it has “a team task, clear boundaries, 

clearly specified authority to manage their [sic] own work processes, and team member stability 

over some reasonable period of time” (Essential Features of Real Teams, para. 1). A compelling 

direction is clear, engaging and offers choice (Compelling Direction, para. 5). 

The team must be created along the three enabling team structural elements: design of 

the work, team norms, and team composition. The work must be designed to elicit internal 

motivation; where work is meaningful, there is a sense of collective responsibility and the results 

of the work are known. The team norms that guide what is and what is not acceptable should be 

what Hackman (2002) calls “outward looking . . . members should take an active, rather than a 

reactive, stance towards [the team’s] environment, . . . and [enable] a small handful of things that 

members must always do and those they must never do” (Core Norms of Conduct, para. 4).  

Finally Hackman argues that how the team is put together is critical; the team needs a balance of 

diversity and similarity (Mix, para. 1), and the size of the team is important and depends on how 
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large the task is (Size, para. 5). He cites his own research in which he found that somewhere 

around four to six people is an optimum size; however, he acknowledges that the complexity of 

organizations will likely require larger teams (Size). Edmonson (2012) highlights that team 

members must have “the right skills and experiences for the task” (Teaming is a Verb, para. 1). 

She also further extended the enabling team structure condition by noting that these structures 

must, in the new knowledge age, operate in complex adaptive systems that “are dynamic and 

adaptable, . . . have many interacting parts . . . [and] self-regulate” (Hello Complex Adaptive 

Systems, para. 3). 

The supporting organizational context should encompass three systems: reward, 

information, and education. The reward system must assure that teams are being rewarded and 

recognized as teams (Hackman, 2002, Reward System, para. 1). The information system must 

assure the team receives the information it needs to be successful. Hackman highlights the 

barriers resulting from the perception of information as power or as something to be protected; in 

both cases, the result is that teams to do not get the information they need (Delivering the 

Informational Goods, para 1 & 17). Finally, the education system needs to assure that “training 

and technical assistance [are made] available to work teams for any aspects of their work in 

which members are not already sufficiently knowledgeable or skilled” (Hackman, 2002, 

Education System, para. 3).  

Coaching provides the team with support and encourages its members to learn and grow 

over time. Coaching is “about group processes [and] involves direct intervention . . . intended to 

help members use their collective resources well” (What Team Coaching is About, para. 1). 

Hackman claims there is a temporal element to the type of coaching that teams require through 

the lifespan of a project or outcome. At the beginning, teams require motivational coaching to 
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harness their efforts. Mid-stream, coaches should focus on consultative activities to better help 

teams improve their strategies to get the work done, and at the end, coaching facilitates  teams’  

learning about what they have just accomplished (What Coaches Do and When They Do It, para. 

4).  

Mathieu et al. (2000) cite numerous researchers (e.g. Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994; 

Stout, Salas & Kraiger, 1996) when they argue that shared mental models between members of 

the team are necessary (p. 274). They present Rouse and Morris’ (1986) definition: “mental 

models allow people to predict and explain the behaviour of the world around them, to recognize 

and remember relationships among components of the environment, and to construct 

expectations for what is likely to occur next (p. 274). Mental models more than simply overlap 

knowledge; they include understanding that “knowledge is organized and structured” (p. 280). 

Because mental models “allow people to draw inferences, make predictions, understand 

phenomena, decide which actions to take, and experience events vicariously” (p. 274), they 

allow team members to function as an organic unit even when team members do not have time to 

strategize about every move (p. 274). The critical importance of shared mental models is 

demonstrated by jazz ensembles or improvisation groups. Members of these groups share a 

framework that enables them to individually and creatively contribute to produce a unified whole 

even though each team member’s part is not scored or scripted. Mathieu et al. (2000) found that 

shared mental models did not directly contribute to whether or not a team does well, but they 

indirectly impact performance levels because the degree to which mental models are shared 

affects the team’s processes (p. 280).  

In 2005, Salas, Sims  and Burke developed a theoretical model of what makes a team 

perform well by reviewing available team-related literature, which they argued had been  
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fragmented and could not be practically applied (p. 591). Their model is comprised of five core 

components and three supporting, coordinating mechanisms which work together to result in 

team effectiveness. The five core components, or what the authors call “the big five,” are team 

leadership, mutual performance monitoring, team orientation, back-up behaviour, and 

adaptability (p. 1). The three supporting coordinating mechanisms are shared mental models, 

closed loop communications, and mutual trust (p. 1). Salas et al.’s (2005) model proposes that 

team leadership and team orientation enhance mutual performance monitoring and backup 

behaviour, which in turn leads to adaptability (p. 571). Mutual trust also enhances mutual 

performance monitoring, while shared mental models enhance mutual performance monitoring, 

back-up behaviour and adaptability (p. 571). Adaptability and back-up behaviour then directly 

impact team effectiveness (p. 571). The authors also suggest that the relative importance of the 

big five changes through the lifecycle of the team, with team leadership, adaptability and team 

orientation being more critical at the beginning of the team’s life, supported mostly by closed 

loop communication (pp. 589-590). Backup behaviours and performance monitoring increase in 

importance as the team’s work progresses, with adaptability continuing as a critical component 

(p. 590).  

High performing team member characteristics. Teams are made up of individual 

people, and while the team construct is not simply the sum of the individuals, there are some 

individual characteristics that make it more likely a team will be high performing. Edmonson 

(2012) posits that mindset (Teaming is a Verb, para. 5) contributes to the success of the team. 

Members who understand the inevitability of conflict, respect one another, accept difficulties that 

come with the inevitable conflict (A New Way of Leading, para. 5), and are willing to engage in 

difficult and frank conversations (Spontaneous Reactions, para. 6) will contribute to the team’s 
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achieving high performance. She further argues that team members need to have, or must be able 

to develop, feeling and thinking skills (Teaming to Collaborate and Learn, para. 1), “display 

ingenuity, judgement, intelligent experimentation, and resilience, . . .  awareness, 

communication, trust, cooperation and a willingness to reflect” (Teaming to Learn, Innovate, and 

Compete, para. 13). Edmonson also highlights that high performing team members engage in 

“interpersonal actions and behaviors [sic] required to rapidly collaborate, adjust and learn” 

(Execution-As-Learning, para. 3).  

Hackman (2002) also suggests that team members need emotional intelligence 

(Interpersonal Skills, para. 2), and emphasizes the importance of their being willing and able to 

ask for help (Delivering the Educational Goods, para. 1). Mathieu et al. (2000) argue that team 

members need to be able to adapt (p. 273). Finally, Bedwell et al. (2012) identify the 

characteristics of team members’ willingness to actively and reciprocally participate in the 

process, as well as  their ability to evolve (p. 135). These characteristics collectively construct, to 

use Bedwell et al.’s (2012) term, a “team orientation” (p. 136). Team orientation is an attitude 

which Driskell & Salas (1992) sum up as “a preference for working with others  . . . [and] a 

tendency to enhance individual performance through coordination, evaluation, and utilization of 

task inputs from other members while performing group tasks” (as cited in Salas, et al., 2005, p. 

584). 

High performing teams contribute significantly to their organizations. However, we have 

all heard stories about teams experiencing magic moments, when they lose all track of time, and 

all members act as one. How might a team generate such an optimal experience? 
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Flow and Social Flow 

Flow. Flow is a “state of consciousness in which people feel completely involved in an 

activity to the point that they lose track of time and lose awareness of self, place, and all other 

details irrelevant to the immediate task at hand” (Hooker & Csikszentmihalyi, 2003, p. 220). It is 

“the optimal state between mental over-arousal (too much stress) and under-arousal (boredom)” 

(Rock, 2009, p. 68), and defines “how it felt when [people] enjoyed themselves [emphasis in 

original]” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, p. 100). Walker (2010) argues that the signature emotions of 

“joy and elation . . . are often expressed at the end of a flow experience or when a recent flow 

experience is recalled” (p. 3). In fact, “Martin Seligman, the founder of the positive psychology 

field, thinks the flow state is one of the three main drivers of human happiness” (Rock, 2009, p. 

69). What triggers this experience differs by individual; as Csikszentmihalyi (2003) reminds us, 

“philosophers noticed long ago that there is no single road towards [happiness]: what brings 

delight to one person may well leave another person indifferent” (p. 13).  

Reflecting on the genesis of his flow research 43 years previously, Csikszentmihalyi 

(2012) wrote that “the phenomenology of play seemed indistinguishable when the person felt it 

in a play situation like a game or in settings that are not usually thought of as play, like music, 

painting, and even in work” (p. vi). Whatever the description, individual experience, emotions, 

or situation, when experienced, flow is a desirable state and is intimately, but complexly, 

connected with human happiness. 

There is a dark side to flow as Schüler (2012) observes: “the term ‘optimal’ refers to the 

inner state of perfect physical and mental functioning . . . [it] does not explicitly exclude the 

possibility that the positive experience of flow can be associated with ‘negative’ (e.g., antisocial) 
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behaviors” (p. 133). Moneta (2002) raises concerns about the research on flow which began in 

the 1970’s when Csikszentmihalyi published his original work: 

even though there is much theorizing about the influence of flow on positive affect and 

even enhanced performance, most of the studies in this field are correlational in nature 

and do not allow for causal inferences. Up to now, there have only been a few attempts to 

manipulate flow experiences experimentally (see Moller et al., 2010). And as all these 

accounts involve manipulations of situational demands, they are not able to directly test 

causal effects of flow on performance. (p. 83) 

Social flow. Walker (2010), in research which Schiepe-Tiska and Engeser (2012) argue is 

“guid[ing] flow research in a new direction” (p. 99), anchors his investigation into flow in social 

situations in “classic research [which] shows that people act, think, and feel qualitatively 

different within a group” (p. 4). Hackman (2002) describes the social flow experience when 

recalling a particularly spectacular performance by an orchestra as “a magical moment.” “We all 

have experienced such moments, times when a team somehow comes together in a way that 

produces an extraordinary outcome” (Making Magic, para. 2). 

In support of his contention that people act differently in groups, Walker (2010) cites 

research from 1954 to 1969, including Milgram’s 1965 obedience1 and Zimbardo’s 1969 prison2 

                                                           

 

1
 In 1965, Stanley Milgram conducted an experiment in which participants were asked to 

administer increasingly higher levels of electric shocks to someone they believe to be another 

research participant, but who in fact was a research collaborator. With encouragement from the 

researcher, participants administered what they believed to be increasingly higher levels of 

electric shock even when the levels were clearly identified as “danger, severe shock” (Milgram, 

1965, p. 60), ignoring the collaborator’s request to stop the experiment. Milgram (1965) 
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classic social science experiments. In 1984, Simonton asserted that “a successful ‘social 

psychology of creativity’ demands that the creative individual be placed within a network of 

interpersonal relationships” (cited in Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2003, p. 89). If groups are in some 

way different from the sum of the individuals of whom groups are comprised, then might the 

experience of flow in collectives also be different? Hooker and Csikszentmihalyi (2003) contend 

that “although flow is a subjective phenomenon, it is often triggered and sustained by 

interpersonal interaction” (p. 221). Walker (2010) extends their conclusion, writing that “some of 

the most enjoyable flow experiences occur during social interactions” (p. 3); he concludes that 

“flow and its signature emotions of joy and elation were reported more in social than solitary 

situations” (p. 4).  

Walker’s (2010) conclusions suggest that “social flow may be more intense simply 

because social tasks require more skill and are inherently more challenging” (p. 4), and he 

proposes that the increase in the group’s challenge is a result of the following factors: 

1. “groups attempt tasks that are impossible for individuals to do alone; 

2. groups require that each individual coordinates his/her performance with each of the 

other people in the group; and 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

concluded that most people will do what they are told to do if they perceive the direction comes 

from someone in authority (p. 75). 
2
 In 1969, Phillip Zimbardo conducted a prison simulation experiment at Stanford. The research 

participants were students, half of whom role-played guards and the other half role-played 

prisoners. Originally scheduled for two weeks, the experiment had to be stopped after six days: 

“Five of the boys had emotional breakdowns . . . [and others] were blindly obedient to corrupt 

authority . . . and did terrible things to each other” (Zimbardo quoted in Drury, Hutchens, 

Shuttlesworth, & White, 2012, pp. 162-163). 
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3. groups may experience a heightened sense of joy and elation due to emotional 

contagion” (p. 4) 

The term emotional contagion was originally defined by Hatfield, Cacioppo, and Rapson 

(1993) as “the tendency to automatically mimic and synchronize expressions, vocalizations, 

postures, and movements with those of another person’s and, consequently, to converge 

emotionally” (p. 96). Both Walker (2010) and Rock (2009) explore the possibility that there may 

be a neurological explanation for emotional contagion: mirror neurons. A mirror neuron is, 

according to Oberman and Ramachandran (2009), “any neuron which is capable of remapping an 

observed state in another onto the observers own representation of that state” (p. 51).  They 

suggest that “to solve the problem of understanding others’ mental and emotional states, the 

brain has evolved a ‘mirror’ system” (p. 51). However mirror neurons were only discovered in 

monkeys in the mid-1990’s and much of the research, particularly research related to the human 

brain, is still quite controversial (Antonietti & Corradini, 2013, p. 1092). 

When a team works well together, there is something truly inspiring about the 

experience; “working as a true team, we can . . . increase each person’s joy in work” (Roth and 

Markova, 2012, p. 148). Joy and elation, experienced as a team, do not appear to be well 

explored in the literature. There is, at least when it comes to sports teams, some “qualitative data 

. . . support[ing] that there is a ‘team flow’ experience” (Cosma, 1999 cited in Mugford, 2004, p. 

9). Researchers have begun to recognize that “flow in groups is a very complex phenomenon 

because there are many interactions between numerous people” (Schiepe-Tiska and Engeser, 

2012, p. 99).  

After reviewing the literature, I developed the following working definition of social flow 

because I was not able to locate one in the literature. Social flow occurs when a team experiences 
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the two signature emotions of flow, joy and elation; team members share these emotional 

experiences and articulate similar perceptions of it when asked. 

In addition to the relationship between flow and happiness outlined above, there is also 

an economic benefit to flow. Csikszentmihalyi (2012) notes that “CEOs of some of the major 

companies worldwide have implemented flow in various aspects of their operation and, in at 

least two cases, have reported startling jumps not only in revenues but also in profits” (p. v). 

However, as Walker (2010) posits, 

there is substantial literature on group performance that suggests that groups frequently 

do not achieve the level of accomplishments forecasted by the competencies of individual 

members (Karau & Williams, 1993). At least within Western culture, groups appear to 

thwart more flow than they promote. (p. 10) 

Thus, understanding factors that contribute to the conditions in which a team can achieve 

the optimal state found in flow (Rock, 2009, p. 68) can enhance the human experience and has 

the added advantage of increasing economic benefits. 

Although investigation into social flow is limited, there is some research that outlines the 

conditions for various forms of social flow. Walker (2010) proposes 11 conditions (C) and 11 

indicators (I) of flow (p. 9); West and Richter (2008) offer six group climate factors that may 

enhance creativity (pp. 218-225); Sawyer (2007) proposes 10 flow-enabling conditions (pp. 91-

113); Hooker and Csikszentmihalyi (2003) suggest six leadership actions (LA) and six work 

environment (WE) conditions that promote flow and creativity (pp. 227-231); and Mugford 

(2004) cites Cosma’s (1999) 4-factor model based on sports teams in flow (p. 37).  Table 1 

below provides a comparison of these conditions, juxtaposed against Csikszentmihalyi’s (1996) 

nine elements of individual flow (pp. 254-261).  
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Table 1 

Comparison of Flow Conditions  

Individual Flow Social Flow Conditions 

Csikszentmihalyi 

(1996) 

Cosma (1999) 

cited in Mugford 

(2004) 

Hooker and 

Csikszentmihalyi 

(2003) 

Sawyer (2007) Walker (2010) 
West and Richter 

(2008) 

Clear goals every 

step of the way 

Clear goals Clear goals (WE) Group's goal: 

problem solving 

or problem 

finding 

Important and meaningful 

emergent challenges (C) 

Meaning and a collective sense 

of purpose built from the 

experience (I) 

Clarify and 

ensure 

commitment to 

group vision 

There is no worry 

of failure 

 Fear of failure is 

removed (LA) 

Potential for 

failure 

Emotional communication (I) Intragroup safety 

and trust 

N/A  Sense of autonomy 

and control (LA) 

Freedom and 

control (WE) 

Close listening Interdependence, coordination 

and cooperation required for task 

completion (C) 

Participate in 

decision making; 

includes 

close listening; 

being in 

control through 

influence and 

interaction; 

elements 

enabled by 

communication 

Being in control  

Equal 

participation 

 

Immediate 

feedback to one’s 

actions 

Team 

focus/feedback 

loop 

Constant and 

timely feedback 

(WE) 

Communication Feedback focus on team 

members and on the task (C) 

Clear and immediate task 

feedback (C)  

Primarily cognitive and 

secondarily affective task 

feedback (C) 

Primarily affective and 

secondarily cognitive social 

process feedback (C) 

High attention to group members 

or teammates (I) 
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Individual Flow Social Flow Conditions 

Csikszentmihalyi 

(1996) 

Cosma (1999) 

cited in Mugford 

(2004) 

Hooker and 

Csikszentmihalyi 

(2003) 

Sawyer (2007) Walker (2010) 
West and Richter 

(2008) 

Balance between 

challenge and skill 

 Work in zone of 

proximal 

development (LA) 

Match challenge 

and skill (WE) 

 Sufficient competency within 

group to meet challenge (C) 

High level of group member 

competency (C) 

Task relevant knowledge and 

skills about each other (C) 

Conjunctive tasks that require 

complimentary participation (C) 

 

Distractions are 

excluded from 

consciousness 

 Decrease 

distractions (WE) 

Complete 

concentration 

  

Action and 

awareness are 

merged 

Concentration: 

perception of time 

Increase intrinsic 

motivation and 

interest in task 

being performed 

(LA) 

 Share intense absorption & 

engagement with the task (I) 

 

The sense of time 

becomes distorted 

  Loss of sense of time (I)  

Self-

consciousness 

disappears 

 Lower self-

consciousness 

among group 

members (LA) 

Blend egos Less awareness of self (I) 

Surrender of self to the group (I) 

Emotional contagion within 

group (I) 

Reflexive: 

reflection, 

planning, and 

action or 

adaption 
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Individual Flow Social Flow Conditions 

Csikszentmihalyi 

(1996) 

Cosma (1999) 

cited in Mugford 

(2004) 

Hooker and 

Csikszentmihalyi 

(2003) 

Sawyer (2007) Walker (2010) 
West and Richter 

(2008) 

The activity 

becomes autotelic  

(Greek for 

something that is 

an end in itself) 

Autotelic 

experience 

Work becomes 

transformed into 

autotelic activity 

(LA) 

   

N/A   Familiarity   

N/A     Manage conflict 

and minority 

influence 

constructively 

N/A  Environment 

values excellence 

(over profit) (WE) 

Move it forward, 

or "yes and" 

 Support 

innovation 

N/A    Group or team activity (C)  

N/A    Joy, elation and enthusiasm felt 

and shared throughout group 

performance (I) 

 

N/A    Desires to repeat the experience 

within group (I) 

Potential to establish rituals to 

institutionalize social flow (I) 
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There is overlap between these social flow conditions, and the conditions that researchers 

identify for high performing teams. Working in zone of proximal development, decreasing 

distractions, high levels of concentration, surrendering one’s self-awareness, and a 

transformation of the work to an autotelic activity are conditions that appear to be unique to 

social flow.  

Walker’s 2010 research provides an additional clue to the conditions that enhance social 

flow: “when the level of social interdependence was manipulated it was found that participants in 

highly interdependent teams reported more joy” (p. 3). Shalley and Zhou (2008) highlight group 

characteristics that include “norms, cohesiveness, size, roles, diversity, task- and problem-

solving approaches” (p. 13). Schiepe-Tiska and Engeser (2012) provide a similar list of group 

level factors that may foster flow: “size and structure of the group, relationship between group 

members, or trust” (p. 99). All of these characteristics are those that researchers associate with 

high performing teams. 

Trust 

Burke, Sims, Lazzara, and Salas (2007) report that team psychological safety “reflects a 

team climate where interpersonal trust and mutual respect present such that well intentioned 

actions will not lead to punishment” (p. 622); this sense of safety facilitates some of the 

conditions for flow described above. Edmondson (1999) argues that team psychological safety is 

a group level construct which “characterizes the team rather than individual members of the 

team, and team members must hold similar perceptions of it” (pp. 354-355). Interestingly, West 

& Richter (2008) say that psychological “safety is a consequence of the management of diversity 

in views rather than the cause]” (p. 223). Barczak et al. (2010) also posit that “both affective and 
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cognitive trust increase the ability of team members to work together . . . [which] lead[s] to 

higher team performance (Larson & LaFast, 1989)” (p. 334).  

What is trust? A review of the literature indicates that there is a “lack of consensus 

among the social scientists interested in trust [which] reflects the fact that trust is a multifaceted 

concept” (Yamagishi, 2005, p. 847). From a philosophical perspective, trust is either an emotion 

or a belief (McLeod, 2011, pp. 17-20). The trustor is either driven by a social contract or social 

norms. Social psychologists and philosophers agree that trust is sometimes based on rationality 

(McLeod, 2011; Lahno, 2012; Kramer, 2009); both groups acknowledge that trust often goes 

beyond rationality. Lahno (2012) argues that “pure cognitive trust based on rational evaluation of 

given information may not suffice to establish any significant degree of trustful cooperation” (p. 

675). Barczak et al. (2010) differentiate between “affective trust [which] is the confidence one 

places in a team member based on one’s feelings of caring and concern illustrated by the co-

worker (McAlister, 1995) . . . [and] cognitive trust [which] is based on  one’s willingness to rely 

on a team member’s expertise and reliability (McAllister, 1995; Johnson & Grayson, 2005)” (p. 

334).   

Trust makes one vulnerable to betrayal and requires acceptance of a degree of risk (e.g. 

McLeod, 2011). McLeod (2011) further refines vulnerability and differentiates between being 

betrayed because one trusts and being disappointed because we rely on others (p. 1). Burke et al. 

(2007) highlight differing tendencies of individuals to trust, which they call the “propensity to 

trust” (p. 609).  

Value of trust. Trust enables us to have respect for others (McLeod, 2011, pp. 13-16), 

achieve short term personal rewards (Yamagishi, 2005, p. 848), and adapt in cases where the 

personal rewards take a long time to accrue (Yamagishi, 2005, p. 848).  McLeod (2011) 
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highlights knowledge and autonomy as outcomes of trust – in order to integrate knowledge, we 

must trust the source of that information and in order to attain autonomy, we “acquire [it] and 

exercise only in social environments where we can trust people to support it” (pp. 13-16). Covey 

(2007) asserts that “the lack of self-trust . . . undermines our ability to trust others” (p. 45); 

Csikszentmihalyi (2003) agrees: “in order to trust others, one must trust one-self, and be trusted 

by others” (p. 160). 

Role of trust in groups. There is a “shared normative frame that is needed to stimulate 

and preserve cooperative exchange within groups and between groups” (Lahno, 2012, p. 675). 

As Reevey, Ozer and Ito (2010) argue, “at the most fundamental level, trust is necessary for the 

initial formation of a group, and later, trust impacts the group’s ability to solve problems 

collectively” (p. 573).  The group’s collective ability, or what Barczak et al. (2010) call “team 

trust, in turn helps build a collaborative culture which leads to higher levels of team creativity” 

(p. 340). At the group level, trust increases spontaneous sociability, cooperation, and 

coordination within or between groups (Kramer, 2009; Shirky, 2008). Reevy et al. (2010) go 

further: they contend that the “human capacity for trust enhances survival” (p. 573).  

Since trust is, at least in part, an emotion, the emotional intelligence of both the team and 

its individual members is an important consideration: “we all know that a team that can’t tell the 

truth about its emotional state limits its strategic thinking” (Senge, Scharmer, Jaworski, and 

Flowers, 2005, p. 35). However, as Barcsak et al. (2010) point out, there is scant “empirical 

research . . . of the relationship between emotional intelligence and trust in a team context . . . 

[investigating] the relationships among team emotional intelligence, team trust and a 

collaborative culture as precursors to creativity” (p. 333). Despite this lack of research, Barcsak 

et al. argue that “emotionally intelligent teams create both cognitive and affective team trust” (p. 
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340).  It is cognitive, rather than affective, trust which directly and positively impacts team 

creativity. Affective trust has a somewhat less direct impact on creativity; it enables a 

collaborative culture, which in turn “is a strong predictor of creativity (DeCusatis, 2008)” 

(Barczak et al., 2010, p. 341).   

Team emotional intelligence. My own search for team emotional intelligence (EI) 

literature found what Barcsak et al. (2010) discovered. There is not a lot of literature available on 

team emotional intelligence, and what there is has only been explored since about 2000. Wei, 

Liu, and Allen (2015) define "team EI as a team-level . . . collective [ability] to be aware, 

understand, regulate and use team emotions” (p. 1). Druskat and Wolff (2001) build on 

Goleman’s definition of emotional intelligence as having personal competence (being aware of 

and able to regulate one’s own emotions), and social competence (being aware of and able to 

regulate others' emotions). To this they add "yet another level of awareness and regulation: [A 

group] must be mindful of the emotions of . . . other groups and individuals outside its own 

boundaries” (p. 82). Wei, et al. argue that team EI is a shared construct in which “each team 

member has a similar perception of the collective EI of their team” (p. 2). 

Druskat and Wolff (2001) present an overview of the group norms required for awareness 

and regulation of emotions at the individual, group, and cross boundary levels. To create 

awareness at the individual level, interpersonal understanding and the ability to take in others’ 

perspectives are important. Awareness at the group level results from team self-evaluation and 

from sought-after feedback. Awareness across the team’s boundaries derives from organizational 

understanding. To regulate emotions at the individual level, the abilities to confront and care are 

important. At the group level, regulating the team’s emotions comes from creating resources for 
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working with emotions and building an affirmative environment. Finally, cross boundary 

emotional regulation results from building relationships external to the team (p. 88). 

The benefits of team emotional intelligence are highlighted by a number of researchers. 

Barczak et al. (2010) argue that “emotion is a pervasive influence in teams and is fundamental to 

how team members interact and work together” (p. 333). They  suggest that emotional 

intelligence in a team builds both cognitive and affective trust which lead to a collaborative 

culture (pp. 340-341), and that teams with high emotional intelligence are “more likely to be 

tolerant of divergent viewpoints” (p. 335).  

Through my literature search, I have only discovered one model which integrates team 

intelligence. Druskat and Wolff (2001) suggest that group emotional intelligence creates an 

“upward self-reinforcing spiral of trust, group identity and group efficacy” (p. 82). This spiral 

increases participation, cooperation and collaboration and results in better decisions, more 

creative solutions and higher productivity (p. 83). Druskat and Wolff argue that “a team can . . . 

still fail because it lacks group emotional intelligence. Norms that build trust, group identity, and 

group efficacy are the key to making teams click (p. 89). The authors propose that these group 

norms can be built by one or more of the following “five basic directions: by formal team 

leaders, by informal team leaders, by courageous followers, through training, or from larger 

organizational culture” (p. 88). They suggest that “a broader organizational culture that 

recognizes and celebrates employee emotion . . . is the most difficult piece of the puzzle to put in 

place at companies that don't already have it” (p. 90). 

Wei et al. (2015) provide some insight into why there might be limited research into team 

emotional intelligence. In their comparison of measurement instruments for team emotional 

intelligence, they found their results to be inconsistent with previous research (p. 13). They also 
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argue that team emotional intelligence is difficult to measure because different approaches yield 

different results when task interdependence is a variable (p. 2). Wei et al. posit that some of the 

diverging research results arise from a lack of a refined team emotional intelligence theory (p. 

13). 

Personal Traits 

In seeking to understand the role of trust in teams, we must acknowledge that teams are 

composed of individuals, and that those individuals are unique; “when team members are aware 

of his / her [sic] own emotions and are able to manage others’ emotions, they can empathize and 

provide support thereby creating affective team trust” (Barczak et al., 2010, p. 340).  

The challenge of the uniqueness of individuals is highlighted by Rock (2009): “while 

brain processes are similar . . . the content of thought has a strong individual component 

[emphasis in original]” (p. 233). Rock (2009) also explored the brain processes behind insight, 

which can be one outcome of the creative process during which flow is often experienced. He 

argues that “it’s rather counterintuitive, but scientists have found that one of the best ways to 

understand insight is to understand what happens just before an insight occurs: the impasse 

experience” (p. 76). Rock cites Ohlsson’s research which “shows that people have to stop 

themselves from thinking along one path before they can find a new idea . . . [it is] the ability to 

stop oneself from thinking something [that] is central to creativity” (p. 78). Rock further notes 

that “Beeman found people who have more insights . . .  are those who have more awareness of 

their internal experience. They can observe their own thinking, and thus change how they think” 

(Rock, 2009, p. 81). As West and Richter (2008) have highlighted, reflexivity is a factor required 

for a group to innovate successfully (p. 219). Individual cognitive awareness of members of a 

team experiencing social flow may prove to be critical to that flow, and individuals’ willingness 
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to engage in that awareness may be dependent upon the degree of psychological safety and team 

emotional intelligence. 

Measures  

During my literature search, I discovered a number of measures that could, in the future, 

be utilized to validate a model or theory of trust in social flow. They include Csikszentmihalyi’ s 

experience sampling method (ESM), a quantitative method that “has greatly influenced research 

on flow” (Engeser & Schiepe-Tiska, 2012, p. 1); “McAllister’s (1995) scale used in research of 

interpersonal trust”; and “an 8-item scale from Rego et al. (2007) that measured creativity of 

teams” (both of the former cited by Barczak et al., 2010, p. 336); the “‘Flow State Scale’ (FSS) 

(Jackson & Marsh, 1996) . . . used to measure flow in sport and physical activity” (Mugford, 

2004, p. 32); and Anderson and West’s (1998) Team Climate Inventory which measures the 

work group climate for innovation (p. 252). 

Future Research Highlighted in the Literature  

There is a vast array of potential questions to explore related to social flow because there 

is such a limited amount of existing research; current researchers suggest some possibilities. 

Burke et al. (2007) asserts that “further expansion of trust research from dyads to team settings 

(i.e., three or more individuals)” (p. 626) is required. Walker (2010) also calls for “future 

research . . . to disentangle the intriguing causes of joy felt during team play” (p. 8). Walker also 

suggests that “there is a need for adversarial research to challenge the claim that social forms of 

flow are more enjoyable than solitary forms of flow” (p. 10), Barczak et al. (2012) acknowledge 

the limitations of their study: these include the use of a convenience sample and team creativity 

as a measure of performance.  They call for future empirical studies of “team emotional 
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intelligence, team trust and a collaborative culture” that addresses these limitations (pp. 341-

342).  

Conclusion 

In his seminal book Flow - the psychology of optimal experience, Csikszentmihalyi 

(1991) contends that “the control of consciousness determines the quality of life” (p. 50). Since, 

as Shirky (2008) argues, “human beings are social creatures – not occasionally or by accident but 

always” (p. 14), scholars are beginning to rethink and reformulate Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of 

flow in a social context. 

The literature on social flow is sparse, particularly as it applies to teams undertaking a 

creative endeavour. There appears to be no definitive source describing what social flow actually 

is, what its conditions are, or even a comprehensive definition that I could find. That does not, 

however, mean that social flow does not exist; many teams, whether they be jazz ensembles or 

improvisation groups (Sawyer, 2007) have some form of being in the groove or, as many athletes 

would say, being in the zone. Given the scarcity of information regarding social flow, I was not 

able to find any published research on the relationship between social flow and trust. Thus my 

thesis is truly a journey into the unknown where I have, through the grounded theory method, 

discovered information on the possible relationship between social flow and trust. My approach 

aligns with “the recommendations of Csikszentmihalyi (1992) to focus on the qualitative 

aspects” (Mugford, 2006, p. 6) of flow.  
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Chapter 3: Research Method 

My search through existing literature revealed very little research on social flow, and the 

construct does not appear to have existed before 2010. Further complicating social flow 

investigation is the lack of solid research and theories about high performing teams. Eleven years 

ago, Salas et al. (2005) argued that research on teams was fragmented (p. 591); there continues to 

be no convergence towards a unified theory about, or model of, high performing teams that I 

could find.  

Albert Einstein wrote that “a theory can be proved by experiment; but no path leads from 

experiment to the birth of a theory” (as cited in Stebbins, 2001, Epigraph). If I am to create a 

model from this research, I must take Stebbins’ (2001) advice that exploring rather than 

validating is a better approach when there has been “little or no systemic empirical scrutiny” (p. 

9).  Glaser and Straus (1967), the inventors of grounded theory, contend that “exploration 

produces hypothesis, tentative generalizations about the group, process, activity, or situation 

being studied” (cited in Stebbins, 2011, p.25).  Glaser (1995) himself describes grounded theory 

as “an open, generative, emergent methodology” (p. 7).  

Morse (2001) argues that “excellent grounded theory is an elegant, useful and valid 

research method [which] . . . has made an important contribution to understanding society’s 

problems” (p. 12). She asserts that grounded theory is easy to recognize; it has a “distinct style 

and form” (p. 2).  She distinguishes four unique aspects related to grounded theory:  

(a)  [it] focusses on a process and a trajectory, resulting in identifiable stages and phases; 

(b) it uses gerunds (Glaser, 1978, 1996) indicating action and change; (c) it has a core 

variable or category (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), a Basic Social Process or Basic 

Psychological Process [emphasis in original] (Glaser, 1978) that ties stages and phases of 
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the theory together; and (d) [it] is abstract (as is all theory), but it is unique in that it 

makes that synthesis of descriptive data readily apparent through its concepts and 

relational statements. (p. 2) 

Charmaz (1996) argues that a “deeper understanding of psychological processes” (p. 30) can be 

gained through the search for the “special category [Glaser (1978)] calls [a] ‘basic social 

processes’” (cited in Stebbins, 2011, p. 23). Morse (2001) extends the definition of this basic 

social process and argues that “process implies a beginning and an end, an antecedent and a 

consequence” (p. 4).  

Grounded theory complies with academic requirements for rigor in research 

methodology; Charmaz (1996) writes that it is a set of “rigorous procedures for researchers to 

check, refine and develop their ideas and intuitions about the data . . . [and offers] a logically 

consistent set of data collection and analytic procedures aimed to develop theory” (p. 27-28). She 

further argues that Glaser and Strauss “articulated explicit analytic procedures and research 

strategies that previously had remained implicit among qualitative researchers” (p. 29).  The 

emerging theory is “verified through data at each step of the way” (p. 11). Luker (2008) calls this 

approach the “sweet spot . . . between the two traditional forms of social sciences” (p. 45) in her 

review of the role of qualitative and quantitative social science research methods.  

The grounded theory method is particularly suited to my research because it has 

“relevance to lay reality . . . [and is] perhaps uniquely positioned among all others to inquire into 

human meaning making and its implications in orienting human action to social reality” 

(Bennett, 2012, Unit 1 Study Guide). Trust is a complex human phenomenon which is personal 

and subjective, and grounded theory “is most frequently focussed on a behavioral concept, such 

as trust” (Morse, 2001, p. 3). Charmaz (1996) points out that “grounded theory methods cut 
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across disciplines” (p. 30) which is relevant to my interdisciplinary work. Glaser (1995) himself 

argued that grounded theory is “beginning to change the approach and perspective of many 

disciplines” (p. 4).  

Stern (2009) highlights that Glaser identifies a formal grounded theory as being 

developed from the substantive theory, and notes that formal theory emerges when the core 

category makes the theory generalizable (p. 62). However, Stern warns the novice researcher that 

“formal theory development takes a seasoned grounded theorist” (p. 63). Therefore, I will focus 

my work on developing a model that will contribute to a substantive theory, or one that “is 

generated in response to real-world problems and issues” (Bennett, 2012, p. 13). 

One of the objectives of completing my thesis is to contribute new knowledge to the field 

of group creativity. I believe that grounded theory allows me to generate this new knowledge, as 

Elliott and Higgins (2012) highlight in their rationale for using grounded theory in their doctoral 

dissertations (p. 2). I have a specific question – what is the role of trust in social flow? – and it is 

this type of question to which grounded theory is best suited; Morse (2001) argues that grounded 

theory has “a particular niche in qualitative research . . . the research question that begs to be 

answered . . . is: ‘What is going on here?’” (p. 13). I am not trying to answer a broad question, 

such as how does social flow happen, which Morse argues would be better answered through 

surveys or ethnographic methods (p. 13). 

Contextual Appreciation 

Twenty-five years ago, I had the privilege and extraordinary experience of being a 

member of an amazing team which regularly experienced magic moments when we all seemed to 

act as a single entity. In fact, most of my team experiences have been remarkable, whether I was 

a member of the team or in a leadership role. Through my graduate creativity studies, I 
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discovered the concepts of flow and social flow. As I began to explore social flow, the 

experiences being described resonated. These social flow experiences were, to borrow the words 

of some participants, magical and almost spiritual.  

Unfortunately, social flow does not seem to be a common occurrence. My observations; 

the sometimes painful experiences of family, friends, and colleagues; and social flow research 

suggest that my experience is not the norm. When teams are not working well, people including 

myself, feel shut down. We do not share ideas. We do not experience joy; often we simply come 

to work to finance activities we would rather be doing. 

As team members, we cannot control whom our leaders are or the organizational cultures 

within which we work. My social flow experiences were so powerful that I want to find a way to 

empower team members: what can teams themselves do to generate their own social flow? We 

spend over a quarter of our lives at work, and the 21st century workplace is ever increasingly 

dependent on team efforts. Finding ways to help teams increase their own happiness is an 

opportunity and privilege I am honoured to have. I believe there is nothing so powerful as being 

able to offer teams the tools that enable them to change their collective destiny. It may only take 

one team to go “rogue” in the face of stifling organizational culture and leadership to self-

organize and transparently create these incredible experiences. Then, as one of this study’s 

participants said, “like attracts like” - sooner or later others in the organization will want to 

experience social flow within their own teams. They may then build a community of amazing 

teams that experience the joy and elation inherent in social flow. 

I anticipated my search would be a multi-phased exploration as I sought to understand the 

factors and conditions that must exist for social flow to occur, and which of those factors and 

conditions team members themselves might be able to control. In the early stages of my graduate 
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studies, I chose to start my long term research journey by focusing on the role of trust. I wanted 

to understand the nature of trust because I was at a point in my life where my reluctance to fully 

trust myself and others created barriers in my search for my life’s purpose. 

My interest in exploring the grounded theory method emerged very early in my Master of 

Arts coursework. “Discovery is [my] pervasive personal orientation” (Stebbins, 2001, p. 50), and 

the opportunity to start my journey as a researcher using a truly exploratory method to  analyze 

these “magic moments” was irresistible.  

I wanted to deepen my understanding of the method, so I completed a grounded theory 

research methods course in addition to my required general research methods course. Using the 

research question I formulated to guide my interdisciplinary studies course selection and this 

research, I conducted a pilot project in 2014 with five participants and formulated a tentative 

model of the role of trust in social flow. The pilot project was completed in partial fulfillment of 

the requirements of the grounded theory course. 

Design 

The rigors and timelines associated with completing a thesis are not conducive to the 

exploratory and emergent process that is the foundation of grounded theory. Elliott and Higgins 

(2012) argue that, “using classic grounded theory in an academic world can create tensions for 

students who, on one hand want to use classic grounded theory as a whole methodological 

package whilst on the other hand, need to make adjustments to meet academic requirements (p. 

9). For example, I was required to identify how many participants I would interview for the 

ethics submission; yet, as Morse (1991, 2001) and Sandelowski (1995) direct, a “population for a 

study . . . cannot be established a priori” (as cited in Schreiber, 2001, p. 63). How then to 

balance these opposing requirements? My approach has been to consider the development of 
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grounded theory as the task of multiple, successive studies, or what Stebbins (2001) calls 

concatenation (p. 12). I decided I would “gradually develop and refine” (Conrad, 1978, p. 108) 

my theory to develop a “cumulative grounded or inductively generated theory” (Stebbins, 2001, 

p. 12). The pilot project was the first of these studies; this thesis is the second. This approach 

enables me to develop a research design with clear boundaries to meet academic research design 

requirements for each study that is a step towards building my theory. How many studies it will 

take to formulate a strong theory of the role of trust in social flow which can then be subjected to 

empirical validation, I cannot predict; it is for this reason I have chosen to call what I produced 

in my pilot research and from this study a model rather than a theory of the role of trust in social 

flow.  

Data collection 

Given my approach to concatenate my research, I wanted to leverage data I collected in 

my pilot project. I designed the pilot project with only five participants because I was 

simultaneously learning how to conduct graduate level research and how to produce grounded 

theory research, while concurrently conducting the research. Once I received my ethics approval 

from Royal Roads to approach the pilot project participants to include them in my thesis study, 

four agreed I could use their transcripts or interview notes; unfortunately I was unable to locate 

the fifth participant so could not use  that person’s data.  

I designed my current thesis study with 10 participants and one workshop. The data was 

collected through interviews because “interviews in which participants tell their stories from 

beginning to end are a natural foundation on which researchers may identify processes” (Morse, 

2001, p. 7). I expected that the data from all fourteen interviews (four from the pilot project and 

10 from this study) and the workshop would generate a significant amount of data to determine 
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whether I had achieved theoretical saturation. Glaser and Strauss (1967) describe theoretical 

saturation as the point where new data “will probably have little modifying effect on the theory” 

(cited in Huggett, 2003, p. 24).  I believed that if I had achieved theoretical saturation at the 

conclusion of this study, then future studies could focus on theoretical sampling to further refine 

categories, and evolve the model towards a substantive theory. Glaser (1998) describes 

theoretical sampling as “a carefully grounded deduction based on an induced category, which 

directs the researcher where to go next for data” (as cited in Elliott & Higgins, 2012, p. 9). My 

further thought was that if I did not achieve theoretical saturation with this thesis research, then 

my or others’ future studies would continue to refine the model and seek to achieve theoretical 

saturation.  

The participants for this study were recruited through a combination of convenience and 

snowball sampling. For the convenience sampling, I approached people I know who have self-

identified as having had social flow experiences. For those recruited through the snowball 

sampling technique, some participants who were recruited through convenience sampling 

suggested other potential participants who self-identified as having experienced social flow.  

Five of the participants interviewed for this study were recruited through convenience sampling, 

and five were recruited through snowball sampling. For the pilot project, three participants were 

recruited through convenience sampling, and one through snowball sampling. None of the 

participants in this study or in the pilot project were remunerated. 

I selected convenience and snowball sampling because I wanted to interview participants 

who were able to leverage their experiences rather than trying to artificially generate a social 

flow experience which very likely could have failed given so little is known about this 

phenomenon. In fact, Mugford (2004) warns future researchers that “probably the greatest threat 
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to the study of flow fundamentally revolves around the difficulty of operationalizing flow and 

providing sound construct validity” (p. 54).  

Seventy-one percent of participants in this study and the pilot project self-identified as 

female, with the remaining participants self-identifying as male. One participant identified 

herself as a millennial (born after 1980), four interviewees identified themselves as members of 

generation X (born between 1965 and 1980), seven identified as members of the baby boomer 

generation (born between 1946 and 1964), and two identified as members of the traditionalist 

generation (born before 1946). Thirteen participants focused on social flow experiences at work, 

one experienced social flow in a sports team, and two identified social flow experiences in the 

creative arena. Two participants from this study focussed on social flow experiences in both 

work and creative environments; the environment information is included in both classifications. 

The interviews were all conducted at locations comfortable to the participants, and where 

I could record the interviews. In my pilot project, I learned that transcripts generate significantly 

more valuable data than if I simply take notes. In my pilot project, two participants selected a 

location, a coffee shop, where I could not record and I had simply taken notes. All 10 

participants in this study agreed to be recorded. Where a location not conducive to recording was 

initially requested, I suggested the interview be conducted over the telephone where I could use 

the phone’s speaker function, place the microphone between me and the telephone, and record 

the interview.  

Morse (2001) argues against Glaser’s (1998) “admonish[ment] against using recording 

and transcription” (p. 8); I agree with her conclusion that this “appears to counter the very 

principles that Glaser himself advocates” (p. 8). I know of no better way to ground the theory in 

the data collected than to rely on the language participants actually use. It is possible that Glaser 
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was concerned about the risk of description rather than theory as an outcome of recording. I paid 

close attention to assuring my model was not a description, but rather a model of the basic social 

process.  

The focus of my research is the participants’ subjective experiences. Participants were 

asked to explore their perspectives on trust and social flow using a semi-structured interview 

guide, and were guided through an exploration of their perception of the role of inter-personal 

trust within their particular social flow experiences. I used the same interview questions from the 

pilot project for this study because I knew I had not achieved theoretical saturation in the pilot 

study. The interview was structured to follow an appreciative inquiry cycle, and I approached 

each interview with an appreciative inquiry mindset. With the exception of the workshop, all 

participants in this study and the pilot project were provided the interview questions before the 

interview. 

I also wanted to explore the role of trust in social flow with a single group that shared a 

social flow experience to determine whether a group discussion would elicit additional insight 

that may not have emerged from individual interviews. Three participants who shared a social 

flow experience together agreed both to be interviewed individually and to participate in a 

workshop. The workshop was designed to further explore some of the concepts that were 

emerging from the data I had analyzed prior to the group being interviewed.  

Finally, I decided to follow Charmaz’ (1996) recommendation for novice researchers: 

“you can best study your data from the very start by transcribing your audio-tapes yourself . . . 

[through which you will] learn nuances of your research participants’ language and meanings” 

(p. 36); I transcribed the interviews and the workshop myself.  
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Analysis 

Charmaz (1996) describes the grounded theory analysis process as “start[ing] with 

individual cases, incidents or experiences and develop[ing] progressively more abstract 

conceptual categories to synthesize, to explain and to understand your data, and to identify 

patterned relationships within it” (p. 28). It is this identification and understanding of 

relationships which Schreiber (2011) argues elevates description to theory (p. 78). As I collected 

data and iteratively analyzed it, I was guided by my goal to develop a model of the role of trust 

in social flow (Schreiber, 2001, p. 80). 

I conducted a preliminary literature review prior to beginning my pilot project. Purist 

classical grounded theory methodology suggests that one should enter the field of study tabula 

rosa; however, I agree with Schreiber (2001) that this is not “realistic or feasible. To quote Dey 

(1993), “there is a difference between an open mind and an empty head . . . the issue is . . . [how] 

to use existing knowledge” (p. 60). I had experienced the magic of social flow, but had no 

language or conceptual understanding that would provide some element of guidance when 

exploring it. I explored the concepts of trust and social flow in the literature until I had 

formulated a framework that gave me language to think about and discuss these concepts; my 

review of the literature oriented me in concepts relevant to my research (Elliott & Higgins, 2012, 

p. 3): “Glaser and Strauss (1967) acknowledge that no researcher can erase [all their knowledge, 

and] . . . identify the importance of cultivating ideas from the literature, within the framework of 

the developing theory” (Elliott & Higgins, 2012, p. 5). Nevertheless, I was also keenly aware that 

concepts might emerge in my research which would require additional review of literature and 

which might not align with the framework I had created. 
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The pilot project highlighted a gap in my theoretical sensitivity, or “the ability to sense 

the subtleties of the data” (Elliott & Higgins, 2012, p. 7), so I began this study by reviewing the 

high performing team and team emotional intelligence literature. I relied on this additional 

theoretical sensitivity when I re-coded the transcripts and interview notes of four pilot project 

participants (Participants A to D). It had been 18 months since I had read my pilot project 

research report, and I intentionally did not review the codes or findings so I could return to the 

pilot project data with as few preconceptions as possible. Charmaz (1996) describes coding as 

“the process of defining what the data are all about . . . [and notes that] unlike quantitative 

coding that means applying preconceived codes to the data . . . qualitative grounded theory 

coding means creating the codes as you study your data” (p. 37).  

I analyzed Participant A’s transcript (from the pilot project) line by line, wrote key 

phrases using the participant’s exact words onto individual post-it notes, and grouped the post-it 

notes into codes. I also wanted to leverage  

strategies that enable researchers to stay close to the data [which] are critical if the 

potential bias from a literature review is to be avoided . . . using in vivo codes which 

come from the [participants’] own words [are] important to minimizing potential bias 

from the literature review. (Elliott and Higgins, 2012, p. 3) 

I focussed on codes that provided insight into, or a deeper understanding of, the social flow 

phenomenon and the role of trust in that phenomenon.  

I then analyzed and coded Participants B’s transcript (from the pilot project). Following 

the constant comparison process outlined by Glaser and Straus, I compared the codes I generated 

from Participant B’s interview to the codes I had generated for Participant A to “permit the kind 

of flexibility that aids the creative generation of a theory” (Conrad, 1978, p. 102). I then 
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integrated or added Participant B’s codes to those I generated from Participant A’s transcript. 

Participant C and D’s interview notes were similarly coded, compared, and integrated into, or 

added to, previously identified codes. Through this method, the codes grow both in their breadth 

and depth of meaning. I used different coloured post-its for each participant so I could easily 

ascertain whether a code was broadly identified by many participants, or only a few.  

I then began coding my interviews for this thesis study (Participants 1 through 10). For 

each of the first five interviews, I transcribed the interviews and followed the same analytical 

procedure described above: I reviewed the transcript line by line, wrote key phrases in each 

participant’s exact words onto different coloured post-it notes, generated codes, and integrated or 

added the codes to previous results.  

Throughout the coding of the pilot project interview transcripts and notes, and the 

interview transcripts from this study, I wrote memos as patterns began to emerge, questions 

surfaced, and tentative concepts arose. This technique is suggested by Schreiber (2001) to help 

the researcher set aside “pet theories” (p. 61). I also used memos to record the assumptions that I 

noticed as I collected and analyzed the data. I memoed in two ways: handwrote my thoughts in a 

journal I maintained solely for the purpose of this research; and recorded insights I sensed might 

become part of my findings in a freeform mind map. These very early potential findings were 

recorded in a mind map because the software I used allowed me to group, categorize and re-

organize insights and thoughts into emerging ideas which  were useful to bring structure to a free 

form record. I was careful to follow Schreiber’s (2001) advice to avoid talking about an idea or 

an insight before I had recorded it (p. 73).  

Once I had coded five of my planned 10 interviews, I reviewed the results to begin 

generating categories from my codes. To discover these categories, or what Schreiber (2001) 
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calls “higher level concepts” (p. 70), I reviewed the language participants used to generate each 

of my codes as well as my memos to define the social processes the codes represented. I was 

mindful to avoid categories that were simply descriptive, and focused instead on the processes 

that emerged from the coded data (Glaser, 1995, p. 14). I expressed my categories in active 

language using gerunds. I then reviewed my memos, categorized them, and integrated or added 

these to my generated categories. These categories formed the basis of a preliminary written 

version of my findings; the writing of which helped me move towards the conceptual model and 

begin to uncover relationships between these concepts. A tentative model began to emerge and I 

created a visual representation following Morse’s (2001) observation that the theory generated 

through this method is “often diagrammed and arranged around a central theme” (p. 5). 

Continuing to follow the principles of constant comparison, I compared the model that emerged 

from this study to the pilot project model developed 18 months previously and again refined my 

findings. 

Participants six, seven and eight were the group members who shared a social flow 

experience. They decided to be interviewed individually and participate in the workshop in a 

single evening. The workshop was designed to conduct theoretical sampling to “collect more 

data to verify my ideas and to plan how to fit them together” (Charmaz, 1996, p. 45). Through 

coding the first nine interviews (four from the pilot study; five from this study), two questions 

emerged that surprised me, and one category arose that I wanted to explore further. To collect 

more data, I conducted a facilitated conversation with the workshop group around the three 

topics.  

The three interviews and the workshop were individually transcribed, coded and the 

codes were integrated. I generated categories from these four interview/workshop transcripts and 
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compared these categories to those I had generated from the previously mentioned nine interview 

transcripts and notes. This comparison enabled me to refine the categories that had previously 

emerged. I then reviewed my preliminary findings to ascertain how categories generated from 

participant six, seven and eight’s interviews and the workshop influenced or changed my 

concepts and the relationship between them. I continued to memo, and again these memos were 

coded, categorized and reviewed to assess how they might further inform the findings. 

The final two interviews were conducted, transcribed, coded, and categorized. These 

categories were then compared to the results I had previously generated. I continued to memo. 

The data collected from participants nine and ten further refined my categories. I then reviewed 

these categories to specifically focus on “relationships between and among the categories” 

(Schreiber, 2001, p. 71). I iterated the written preliminary findings, and additional insight 

emerged from the update. I tracked the changes I was making to these written findings so I could 

review them to assess whether I needed to update the preliminary model. 

Finally, to ensure that my model was, in fact, grounded in the data I collected, I listened 

again to each of the interview recordings with the visual depiction of my model and a mind map 

of my findings in front of me. I used this method to assess my findings for fit, relevance, and 

work. Fit ensures the model is related to the data; relevance ensures that the concepts are 

relevant to the core category; and work ensures that the concepts explain and predict the 

phenomenon (Anderson, Inoue, & Walsh, 2012, p. 742). Although I am not generating a formal 

grounded theory, I did consider whether my model was modifiable to determine whether it is 

able to “transcend the substantive area being studied” (Glaser, 2001 as cited in Anderson et al., 

2012, p. 741). 
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In the end, I “trust[ed] emergence . . . because it can be used to explicate, understand and 

shed light on professional interests” (Glaser, 1995, p. 14).  I wanted to discover the basic social 

process associated with trust in social flow, and it is to this very outcome of social process that 

Glaser (1995) argues grounded theory is uniquely suited (p. 17). To determine whether the 

category I identified as core is, in fact, a basic social process, I applied the two of its 

characteristics: it “changes over time, and embodies the action of the participants. The change 

may or may not be visible to the participants while, or even after, it happens” (Schreiber, 2001, 

p. 76).  

Conclusion 

I selected grounded theory as my research method to explore the social flow phenomenon 

because the method is designed to discover social theory in areas where there has been limited 

scholarly research. With my participants, I embarked on this exploration journey seeking to 

develop a model of social flow primarily following the steps set out by the architects of classic 

grounded theory, Glaser and Strauss. The findings of that journey are explored in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Findings and Discussion 

 “There is this way of being together that is radically different than how we normally 

experience each other and is, generally speaking, far more creative, far more life giving”: with 

those words one participant concluded his interview. Many of the 14 participants interviewed for 

this study struggled to put the special experience in their lives into words; social flow does not 

translate particularly well to language. What was clear from the pilot project four interviews, and 

the ten interviews and workshop I conducted for this study, is that social flow events do occur, 

even if participants were challenged to explicitly describe them. 

 In my study, participants ranging in age from 30 to their mid-70’s, explored social flow 

and trust. They considered three major areas related to social flow: what social flow actually is; 

how it is generated; and what characteristics team members must have in order for social flow to 

occur. I noted that as the interviews progressed, a dark side of flow began to emerge, and I 

explored this topic with the workshop participants. Participants considered what sustains social 

flow. The role of trust, how to develop it, and what happens when there is a lack of trust were 

also explored by participants. 

Social Flow 

What is social flow?  When asked to describe social flow, participants said it is an ideal 

state for a team and focused on elements of social flow. They talked about an uninterrupted, 

uninhibited progress of ideas, “where answers appeared where before they were not 

[appearing].” Participants generally agreed about social flow experiences creating a sense of 

oneness in which everyone “gels” until the team is “humming along.”  This sense of oneness and 

cohesion was described by most participants as a loss of self-awareness and the elimination of 

social separation.  “Integration” and “collaboration” were words many participants used to 
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describe the experience. Participants reported that they felt as though they were  integral pieces 

of the whole; not everyone does the same thing, or is necessarily equally qualified, but the final 

output of what the team is working on in that social flow moment would not be possible without 

the entire team’s full contribution. Participants also reported a sense of synergy and symbiosis in 

social flow moments. 

Social flow also seems to create a space for an activity that is almost separate from the 

place and time in which it occurs; participants consistently reported losing track of time and of 

being fully in the moment. Being in social flow can result in team members not noticing the level 

of difficulty of the task they are trying to accomplish; they, as another participant noted, “lose 

sense of it being a burden to play your part.”  Interestingly, one participant reported a 

paradoxical experience where time both stood still and yet passed quickly; there was a sense of 

excitement yet a profound experience of calm; and they experienced heightened senses with a 

degree of fuzziness beyond the edges of the experience. Another participant also described a 

heightened clarity. Some participants also talked about a spiritual element to social flow. 

Joy, one of the signature emotions associated with both flow and social flow in the 

literature, was reported by many participants. Sentiments such as the “honeymoon phase that 

never ends” and “satisfaction at an endorphin level at being part of it” were common. People 

reported that they loved going to work and that in experiencing social flow they had more fun 

than they had ever had as part of other groups. One participant talked about the positive energy 

in the group. Sharing laughter was a common theme. 

Social flow experiences were reported as being spontaneous, occurring through osmosis, 

and just happening.  They are organic, free, smooth, elegant, relaxed, and easy when they 
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happen. However, participants told me that once they began to think about what was happening, 

it was over. 

From my review of the literature, I developed a working definition of social flow: it 

occurs when a team experiences the two signature emotions of flow, joy and elation; people 

experience these emotions as a team rather than as individuals; and team members articulate 

similar perceptions of it when asked. It is now clear that this definition is incomplete. A better 

definition would be that social flow occurs when a team acts as a single, organic unit working 

towards a shared goal in which separation of self no longer occurs and all team members 

articulate similar perceptions of the experience. As one participant reported, the “moving and 

shaking as a group is the best part of the experience.” 

Benefits of social flow. Participants reported an increased level of performance as a 

result of social flow events. They also reported that these social flow events encouraged them to 

think differently, see different perspectives, and evolve their perspectives. What appears to have 

contributed to their positive experiences is that social flow events result in a sense of 

accomplishment; a sense that one is competent and effective; a feeling of being supported, 

encouraged, valued and respected; and a belief that one has something to offer. “We went from 

strength to strength to strength,” said one participant. 

Social flow experiences also create an environment in which creativity flourishes; 

participants reported that their teams were creative and that these experiences enabled openness, 

creativity and flow. Many participants talked about creating something outstanding that exceeded 

what would have been created by the sum of individual efforts. “We are all creators,” said one 

workshop participant describing herself and the other two workshop participants. One participant 

who regularly experiences individual flow talked about the multiplier effect of social flow: “it is 
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a multiplication of my individual flow with your individual flow with someone else’s individual 

flow; that’s where the magic is.” The words magical, mystical and spiritual were associated with 

social flow by almost all of the participants; a few also referred to the experience as nirvana.  

Participants identified that social flow experiences result in “the best possible solution”, 

or an optimal outcome. “Answers appeared where they weren’t [there before]” was a perspective 

shared by a few participants. “The outcome tends to be really positive” is what one participant 

said. Recalling a group experience where there was no social flow and limited trust, one 

participant speculated that the group could have achieved something outstanding rather than 

something ordinary if it had achieved social flow. Participants believed the experience would at 

best be adequate with sub-optimal results. One participant described her time with a team  in 

which there was no social flow as an experience with static, resistance, and problems like 

“incessant thorns.” 

Social flow experiences also generate community amongst team members, which in turn 

build strong bonds within the team. Participants talked about meeting team members many years 

later, in some cases decades, and experiencing a strong sense of connection. They further 

reported that they actively maintained relationships with their former teammates long after the 

team was no longer together. Some participants described the teams with whom they experienced 

social flow as a family. As one participant said, “[I] keep the mindset that the most important 

thing is to always keep the relationship in the box.”  

Finally, social flow experiences are associated with generating joy and happiness. “We 

rejoiced in creating,” reported one participant. Participants talked about an environment that was 

playful, where they teased one another; they were happy to be in the team and reported enjoying 
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the experience.  One participant recalled discovering the joy of doing something as a group. Yet 

another participant said, “it was a force.” 

How is social flow generated?  Participants explored various characteristics of the team 

environments within which they had experienced social flow events. Participants believed that 

psychological safety was one of the most important aspects of these characteristics. They 

expressed their sense of safety in several ways:  being able to express opinion without censure; 

having little or no need to filter one’s self; not taking credit for someone else’s input; 

experiencing non-judgement; knowing the team rather than the individual would take a “hit”; 

sensing that the team was on the same page; being in a supportive environment where negative 

behaviour was marginalized; and being in an environment in which there were no cliques. 

Participants also talked about a sense of autonomy; of challenging one another without fear 

because the challenge was about ideas, and not about the people involved; and about being 

accepted for themselves.  

Communicating effectively was also reported as crucial by the majority of participants. 

They talked about clarity of roles, of expectations, of what they and others needed, of things that 

needed to be done, and why. One participant identified that her team had its own language 

patterns; the team even went so far as to develop codes when it needed assistance in dealing with 

clients. Another participant talked about minimizing surprises. Team members listened actively, 

and acknowledged that they heard one another. As another participant identified, there needs to 

be a “baseline of honest communication.” Supporting effective communication is the need to 

create team norms around interactions such as feedback and dealing with behaviours not 

acceptable to the team. These team norms also include processes whereby team members can 

identify and resolve disconnects between team members. 
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Sharing a common vision enables social flow. Common goals, common philosophies, a 

shared understanding that the team’s objective takes precedence, a commitment to a common 

outcome were all highlighted as environmental characteristics,  as was living in service of the 

shared vision. “We believed in [the common vision] 100%,” said one participant. 

Many participants reported that a sense of spontaneous, dynamic movement was 

important. Participants talked about excitement and dynamism. One participant reported that he 

stopped thinking about how to contribute to the team and simply just let things happen. Dynamic 

tension was also identified: they felt part of a collective action “even if [there were] divergent 

perspectives . . .  [we could] spin each other to different ways of thinking.” Another participant 

talked about “a dynamic … things are dynamic, things are moving, things are happening [during 

social flow].” One participant conjured an image of lava flow, moving, simultaneously both 

creative and destructive. 

Full engagement and total presence were also identified as aspects of social flow. One 

participant compared the experience to playing an instrument, “where the music just comes 

through you.” It was important that everyone brought 100% effort to the table 100% of the time. 

“We were so engaged in [a] meaningful kind of work,” said another; “people aren’t on their 

phones, they’re not checking their e-mail, their computers are closed, there’s curiosity, there’s 

full attention”. Another participant suggested that “a deep engagement with other people towards 

some goal” was required.  

Participants explored the role of the degree of challenge to the team’s level of capability. 

One participant identified that ongoing, increasing challenges that were just beyond the team’s 

capability was critical to generate social flow. Another participant, who lives in a community in 

which there are many retired people, observed that her neighbours miss work because, she 
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believes, they are missing the challenges that arise from accomplishing something. “People want 

to be challenged,” one of the workshop participants suggested. One participant went as far as 

suggesting that social flow is often triggered when responding to a crisis; another described how 

the team pulled together when they found themselves snowed in and had to provide services to 

hotel guests.  

How the team is composed appears to be important. All the teams discussed were in the 

range of five to seven members, the same number for an optimal team proposed by Hackman 

(2002). Complementary skills and full effort were also critical requirements, although the 

consistency in the level of proficiency was less critical. Two participants identified that it was 

important for team members to be brought into the team based on fit rather than skill; as one 

participant said, “skills can be taught, attitude less so.” For some teams it was a team decision 

whether or not to bring in new team members. 

Some participants also talked about the possible cultural dimension to the experience of 

social flow, noting that within the North American culture, commonly understood to be 

individualistic, people are generally not taught team skills. The workshop group explored 

whether culture would impact social flow. They suggested that cultures which are hierarchical in 

nature would likely not experience social flow because there would be too much awareness of 

one’s position relative to others, making equal participation on a team impossible. One of the 

workshop participants had lived in Australia and it was her observation that the Aboriginal 

peoples who live in traditional ways experienced social flow on almost a daily basis because, she 

understood, their culture was not individualistic.  Whether any elements of various cultural 

dimension theories (e.g. Hofstede, 1986; Gray, 1998; Schwartz, 1994 as cited in Kolesnik, 2013) 

have an impact on social flow experiences will need to be explored in future research. 
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Leadership was the one characteristic of generating social flow about which participants 

diverged. Many participants said that leadership was the most important factor in creating social 

flow. They believed that a leader creates the vision, is a champion, sets the tone of the group, is a 

coach, and models behaviours required for social flow events to emerge. A few participants 

agreed that holding and assuring the team’s ongoing alignment to the shared vision was the 

leader’s role. Participants believed that it is critical that the organization within which the team 

exists supports leaders who facilitate social flow; one participant talked about an 

“unconventional CEO who let it [the anomalous behaviours that created social flow events in this 

organization] go; we were the most successful team in the company.” One participant identified 

that leadership at the organizational level is what gives value to the effort and output of the team. 

On the other hand, some participants did not feel that leaders were a factor in their experiences of 

social flow. These were self-directed teams due, in one case, to a largely absent leader. A self-

directed team is one  in which team members “share leadership responsibilities” (Rose & 

Buckley, 1999, “Self-Directed Work Teams Defined”, para. 1) and have “day to day 

responsibility for managing themselves and the [activity] they do with a minimum of direct 

supervision” (Fisher, 2000, p. 17).  A few participants identified that if the group is independent 

(e.g. a sports team), less leadership is required; if a group is working within a system (e.g. an 

organization), leadership and additional support are required.  

Another participant suggested that a single team member making a commitment to social 

flow can change the flow within the team towards an environment where social flow might 

emerge; however, that person would need strong clarity of purpose and a strong emotional 

intelligence foundation. The participant felt that one person can, without formal authority, 

influence the team to create an environment in which social flow can occur. 
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However, all participants who talked about leaders agreed that leaders could be very 

destructive. In one example, one of the self-directed teams was eventually assigned to a leader 

who wanted to mould it; the introduction of that leader resulted in the loss of social flow 

experiences. The organization within which the group with the unconventional CEO worked, 

was purchased. The new leadership team shifted organizational culture away from the 

unconventional; everyone on this particular team subsequently left the organization. Some 

participants identified management’s breaking of the team’s trust, criticizing of the team, and of 

putting obstacles in the way of success as barriers to social flow. 

Team member characteristics. Participants identified a number of characteristics of 

team members that are required before social flow events can occur. Intrinsic motivation was the 

main characteristic that participants identified. Participants talked about team members “not 

waiting around to get instructions,” being reliable, “everyone wanted to do their best,” being 

“enthralled with the work” guided by a “mission-driven intention.”  

The second highest ranked individual characteristic was vulnerability. Participants felt 

vulnerability was critical, and identified it as an enabler of both trust and social flow. The ability 

to be fully open and honest within a team is crucial to creating the space in which social flow can 

occur.  

Enmeshed with vulnerability was the willingness of participants to check their ego. If a 

group is to, in fact, act as that single organic unit in which self-awareness is submerged in the 

service of something greater, individuals cannot indulge their egos. One participant described the 

subsuming of ego this way:   a team needed “vision and inspiration to take people outside 

themselves and [have] them stop thinking as [individuals]  . . .  in that cohesion . . . social flow 

[grows].”  
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Respect of team members for one another is also required. One participant talked about a 

situation in which the team had very different personal values, but their respect of each other and 

for their individual strengths bridged this chasm to create a shared work-related value set around 

which they coalesced. Another participant discussed the importance of being non-threatening and 

decreasing competition within the team. 

Integrity, too, is required for social flow: “people learning to communicate in a way that 

supports you and I being honest” is how a participant defined integrity. Another participant 

described it as “demonstrating your trust-worthiness.” 

The willingness to be adaptable is also important, both in terms of the “give and take of 

the group work,” and collectively adapting as the path to the shared goal shifts. Participants 

talked about an experimental mindset, curiosity, and a creative ability to think outside the box. 

Adaptability is particularly important when the team introduces a new member, both for the new 

person entering the team and for the team willing to integrate that new member. 

Being responsible was identified as critical to social flow. When someone has an internal 

desire and commitment to achieve a shared team objective, he or she will likely act in a 

responsible and reliable way. “They did what they said they were going to do,” is how more than 

one participant articulated this characteristic.  

Having a nurturing mindset is also important; the willingness to help and jump in where 

someone is having trouble accomplishing what he or she needs to at a particular moment within 

the lifecycle of achieving the goal is critical. One participant highlighted that this mindset is 

particularly crucial when the team is facing a stressful situation, even a crisis, because everyone 

needs to know that each person will jump in to make sure the team achieves its goal.  
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A willingness to support each other is another characteristic that people identified. The 

support emerged in multiple ways: towards a goal, through personal challenges, and recognition 

that the team would not achieve its goal unless everyone contributed his or her piece of the 

puzzle. 

Finally, some participants talked about the importance of humour; it is the “glue that 

makes things go.” In the words of another participant: “people burst out in laughter because [the 

activity] actually worked and it’s a miracle [that] surprises you.” 

A few participants considered why not everyone experiences social flow. Essentially their 

perspective was that some people protect who they are and want to avoid getting hurt; in other 

words, these people avoid being open to fully trusting other team members. Furthermore, if one 

has never experienced social flow or if the team member has a propensity to be self-protective, it 

is likely that the person will not be willing to invest the time and effort or be sufficiently 

vulnerable to fully engage with the team.  

The dark side of social flow.  “Social flow is light and shadow,” said one workshop 

participant. Through the literature review, I identified that social flow could result from anti-

social behaviours, and thus had a dark side. This dark side was only explicitly explored with the 

workshop team, but many participants in the individual interviews also identified it. The 

darkness most discussed by participants was the dangerous attraction of social flow; in many 

cases the social flow experience resulted in participants burning out. One participant referred to 

the experience of social flow as “flying too close to the sun.” Another participant reported that 

the social flow experience was so engaging that she and her team did not leave the building 

during an earthquake evacuation. “We were just consumed by something,” is how yet another 
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workshop participant described social flow. Every member of the workshop group who shared 

social flow experiences over a five year period, identified that they “crashed and burned out.” 

Participants reported that their work became so engaging that it impacted their quality of 

life. One identified that social flow emerged because no team members had commitments (e.g. 

children) outside of work. After investing significant effort to reach the pinnacle that the social 

flow events enabled his team to achieve, one workshop participant found himself asking “is this 

what life is all about?” Participants highlighted the importance of the entire team recognizing 

that it is acceptable to take a break, not forcing the process if blocked, and stopping if required.  

Another challenge participants reported was that social flow, once experienced, makes 

other team experiences pale in comparison, which in turn results in people not giving their very 

best in teams that do not experience social flow. “It was the high point of my life,” noted one 

participant who had experienced social flow in a team; another said that you “always want to 

achieve the energy.” It is interesting, and perhaps sad, that almost all participants were recalling 

historical experiences, some from as long as 25 years ago; only two participants had a current 

experience to draw on. This study did not explore why this might be the case, but this temporal 

aspect would be fruitful to explore in future studies. One participant suggested that the pace of 

our lives today makes social flow even more challenging to achieve; he suggested that the “flow 

has become a torrent.” He was one of the participants who had experienced very intense social 

flow for over five years, but said that he did “not necessarily want to pay the price to create” it 

again. He did, however, report that he enjoyed looking back at the experience. 

Discussion. Participants identified a number of benefits to social flow. It enhances the 

quality of people’s lives because it improves performance, encourages creativity to flourish, 

generates a sense of community, and increases their experience of joy and happiness. It generates 
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the best possible solution that the team can create. Furthermore, the sense of community 

generated by social flow is a significant benefit to the individuals involved because new research 

shows how crucial social connections are to our mental and physical health. As Cacioppo and 

Cacioppo (2014) argue, “evidence indicates that loneliness . . . impair[s] executive functioning, 

sleep, and mental and physical well-being (p. 58). 

The findings of this study align with the benefits of a creative team described in the 

literature. Creativity gives meaning to our lives and generates happiness. It increases job 

satisfaction and decreases stress, thus enhancing our health. Creative teams increase 

performance.  

Conditions for social flow include psychological safety; communicating effectively; 

sharing a common vision; a sense of spontaneous, dynamic movement; full engagement and total 

presence; levels of challenge to the team; and team composition.  Participants in this study 

diverged on whether leadership was an element to generating social flow. 

This research was specifically designed to explore what team members could do for 

themselves to generate social flow, so it did not explicitly explore the role of leaders. It appears, 

though, that leadership is required until teams actualize into high performing, self-directed 

entities. At that point, the leadership in the organization simply needs to stand back and provide 

the resources the team requires. Much of the literature on social flow has been focused on sports 

or music teams which may partially explain participants’ diverging views on the role of leaders. 

Sports and music groups have well understood, shared, well defined roles for each team member 

and clear operating guidelines. It could be that this external framework provides the support that, 

in other less well-defined team activities, leaders provide. The role of leadership and self-

directed teams are topics for future research. 
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Participants identified team member characteristics critical to the occurrence of social 

flow. They felt that intrinsic motivation, vulnerability, checking one’s ego, respect, adaptability, 

being responsible, having a nurturing mindset, a lack of judgement, and a willingness to support 

each other, and humour are team member characteristics that must exist before social flow will 

emerge. 

The model of high performing teams proposed by Salas et al. (2005) identifies five core 

components: team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, team orientation, back-up 

behaviour and adaptability; and three supporting coordinating mechanisms: shared mental 

models, closed loop communications, and mutual trust. Table 2 below is a comparison of the 

findings in this study to Salas et al.’s model to determine whether high performing teams are an 

antecedent of social flow experiences. 

Table 2 

Comparison of Salas et al. (2005) high performing team model elements, definitions, and 

behavioural markers to findings  

Teamwork 

Salas et al., 2005, 

pp. 560-561 

Definition  

Salas et al., 2005, pp. 

560-561 

Behavioural Markers 

Salas et al., 2005, pp. 560-561 

My Findings, 

2016 

Team Leadership Ability to direct and 

coordinate the activities 

of other team members, 

assess team 

performance, assign 

tasks, develop team 

knowledge, skills, and 

abilities, motivate team 

members, plan and 

organize, and establish a 

positive atmosphere. 

• Facilitate team problem 

solving. 

• Provide performance 

expectations and acceptable 

interaction patterns. 

• Synchronize and combine 

individual team member 

contributions. 

• Seek and evaluate information 

that affects team functioning. 

• Clarify team member roles. 

• Engage in preparatory 

meetings and feedback 

sessions with the team. 

Participants 

diverged 

regarding the 

role of 

leadership. 
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Teamwork 

Salas et al., 2005, 

pp. 560-561 

Definition  

Salas et al., 2005, pp. 

560-561 

Behavioural Markers 

Salas et al., 2005, pp. 560-561 

My Findings, 

2016 

Mutual 

performance 

monitoring 

The ability to develop 

common understandings 

of the team environment 

and apply appropriate 

task strategies to 

accurately monitor 

teammate performance. 

• Identifying mistakes and 

lapses in other team members’ 

actions. 

• Providing feedback regarding 

team member actions to 

facilitate self-correction. 

Participants 

identified both 

behavioural 

markers in the 

Salas et al. 

study. 

Backup behaviour Ability to anticipate 

other team members’ 

needs through accurate 

knowledge about their 

responsibilities. This 

includes the ability to 

shift workload among 

members to achieve 

balance during high 

periods of workload or 

pressure. 

• Recognition by potential 

backup providers that there is 

a workload distribution 

problem in their team. 

• Shifting of work 

responsibilities to 

underutilized team members. 

• Completion of the whole task 

or parts of tasks by other team 

members. 

Participants 

identified all 

three 

behavioural 

markers in the 

Salas et al. 

study. 

Adaptability Ability to adjust 

strategies based on 

information gathered 

from the environment 

through the use of 

backup behavior and 

reallocation of intra-

team resources. Altering 

a course of action or 

team repertoire in 

response to changing 

conditions (internal or 

external). 

• Identify cues that a change 

has occurred, assign meaning 

to that change, and develop a 

new plan to deal with the 

changes. 

• Identify opportunities for 

improvement and innovation 

for habitual or routine 

practices. 

• Remain vigilant to changes in 

the internal and external 

environment of the team. 

Participants 

identified 

adaptability as 

a concept but 

did not 

articulate the 

behavioural 

markers 

identified by 

Salas et al. 

Team 

Orientation 

Propensity to take 

other’s behavior into 

account during group 

interaction and the belief 

in the importance of 

team goals over 

individual members’ 

goals. 

 

• Taking into account 

alternative solutions provided 

by teammates and appraising 

that input to determine what is 

most correct. 

• Increased task involvement, 

information sharing, 

strategizing, and participatory 

goal setting. 

Participants 

identified both 

behavioural 

markers in the 

Salas et al. 

study. 
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Teamwork 

Salas et al., 2005, 

pp. 560-561 

Definition  

Salas et al., 2005, pp. 

560-561 

Behavioural Markers 

Salas et al., 2005, pp. 560-561 

My Findings, 

2016 

Shared mental 

models 

 

An organizing 

knowledge structure of 

the relationships among 

the task the team is 

engaged in and how the 

team members will 

interact. 

 

• Anticipating and predicting 

each other’s needs. 

• Identify changes in the team, 

task, or teammates and 

implicitly adjusting strategies 

as needed. 

Participants 

identified both 

behavioural 

markers in 

Salas et al. 

study. 

Mutual trust The shared belief that 

team members will 

perform their roles and 

protect the interests of 

their teammates. 

• Information sharing. 

• Willingness to admit mistakes 

and accept feedback. 

Participants 

identified trust 

within the 

team as well 

as the markers 

in the Salas et 

al. study. 

Closed-loop 

communication 

The exchange of 

information between a 

sender and a receiver 

irrespective of the 

medium. 

• Following up with team 

members to ensure message 

was received. 

• Acknowledging that a 

message was received. 

• Clarifying with the sender of 

the message that the message 

received is the same as the 

intended message. 

Participants 

identified all 

three 

behavioural 

markers in the 

Salas et al. 

study. 

From " Is there a "big five" in teamwork?" by E. Salas, D.E. Sims and C.S. Burke, 2005, Small 

Group Research, Volume 36(5), p. 560-561. Copyright 2005 by Sage Publishing. Adapted with 

permission. 

 

With the exception of leadership, all of the elements in Salas et al.’s (2005) model of high 

performing teams were identified in this study. I proposed that there comes a point if a team self-

actualizes into a high performing, self-directed entity that leadership is no longer required. If my 

conclusion is true, then all of Salas et al.’s (2005) elements of the high-performing team model 

have been met; therefore a high-performing team is an antecedent of the social flow experience. 

In the review of the literature, I identified that five conditions were associated only with 

social flow, rather than with both social flow and high performing teams: working in a zone of 
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proximal development; decreasing distractions; maintaining a high level of concentration; a 

surrendering one’s self-awareness; and  transforming the work to an autotelic (an end unto itself) 

activity. Four of these five conditions were identified by participants in this study of social flow. 

While perhaps not entirely autotelic, participants identified that they had to have an “absolute 

belief” in the mission-driven work they were doing. Mission-driven work is, as some participants 

describe, “all consuming.” These five conditions all relate to a specific activity, rather than a way 

of being. Thus, to experience social flow, a team has to be a high performing team, and be 

engaged in a focused activity. 

Wei et al.’s (2015) define team emotional intelligence as a “collective [ability] to be 

aware, understand, and regulate and use team emotions” (p. 1).The experiences related by the 

participants are all examples of high team emotional intelligence. Two of the three levels of 

awareness and regulation in Druskat and Wolff’s (2001) team emotional intelligence definition - 

personal awareness and regulation of own emotions, and social awareness and regulation of 

others’ emotions (p. 82) - were also reported by participants. The third level of awareness 

articulated by Druskat and Wolff, being “mindful of the emotions of . . . other groups and 

individuals outside [team] boundaries” (p. 82), did not emerge from this research. Future 

research could address its absence.  From my study, I therefore conclude that social flow 

emerges if a team is high performing, is engaged in a focused activity, and its members have 

high team emotional intelligence. 

As the participants noted, social flow can feel magical, mystical or even spiritual. 

However, a warning emerged from this research. Even though the social flow experience is 

captivating, team members must take time away from the team with whom they are experiencing 

social flow, especially when the social flow events occur over a long period of time. Challenging 
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to practice, it is perhaps the only way that team members can sustain themselves when social 

flow events occur over an extended time. 

Sustaining Social Flow.  The social flow events participants explored occurred anywhere 

from a period of a few months for one participant, to five years for a number of other 

participants. All participants were asked what would be required to sustain ongoing social flow 

experiences beyond whatever the time frame of their particular experience was. They 

collectively felt it would be very challenging to sustain social flow experiences over long periods 

of time; one compared it to “walking on a minefield; one misstep and you blow the whole thing 

up.” Another suggested that regular social flow event occurrences might be cyclical rather than 

constantly sustainable. 

Most participants identified that social flow is sustained by “more of the same”: the need 

for clear vision, feedback, commitment and passion, a proper foundation, continuing to be fully 

committed, increasing challenges, communications, leadership, ongoing psychological safety, 

and ongoing humour.   

One participant identified that the team with whom she had the social flow experience 

was comprised of contractors and employees and that during their time together, there was a 

significant discrepancy in remuneration between the two groups.  Significantly, this inequality in 

monetary reward was not a barrier for the period when the group experienced social flow events. 

This remuneration imbalance did, however, impact the long term sustainability of the team. Thus 

fairness and equitable treatment is required to sustain social flow.  

Something that participants made clear was the importance of recognizing team members 

as individuals with lives outside of the team. The workshop group explored some of the darker 

sides of social flow and discussed the burn-out associated with the high intensity of their 
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experience. They talked about not having a life outside of work. One of the workshop 

participants, who was married to another member of the team, described their time as a couple 

during this period as travelling parallel paths where their only points of connection were related 

to implementing their vision. 

Additionally, participants suggested that sustaining social flow event experiences over a 

long time requires conscious attention to systems and processes to support the conditions that 

generate social flow. They talked about being mindful of the energy of the group and realizing 

when people are tired, as well as intentionally problem solving issues that arise over time. As one 

participant said, “you can’t just rely on the magic.”  

Celebrating success was considered another way to sustain social flow. Participants noted 

how important it is to make the time and space for celebrations; it is an opportunity not only to 

recognize the achievement of the team, but also the contribution of each individual on the team. 

Again, in the matter of sustaining social flow, participants diverged on the role of leaders. 

Participants who felt that leadership was critical to generating social flow thought that leaders 

were even more critical to the sustainment of social flow: “that is the role of the leader,” said 

one. Another noted that the “leader pulls people back on track if they waiver.”  Those 

participants for whom leadership was not associated with social flow were silent on the role of 

leadership as it relates to sustainment. 

Finally, one participant proposed that there was a physical element to ongoing 

sustainment; he suggested that activities where there is a connection to one’s body rather than 

something abstract may be a factor in sustaining social flow. This need was not mentioned by 

other participants. Most of the existing social flow literature reviewed focuses on musicians or 

athletes: both have significant physical requirements. It would be worthwhile exploring whether 
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social flow is sustainable only where there is an element of being grounded to one’s physical 

self.  

Discussion. In addition to continuing to do that which created the conditions for social 

flow, participants identified several additional factors they considered critical to sustaining social 

flow over longer periods of time:  fair and equitable treatment; recognizing people as individuals 

outside of the team; conscious attention to systems and processes; and celebrating success. One 

participant posited that the activity in which the team is engaged when the social flow events 

occur must have an element of physicality if social flow is to be sustained. All participants 

expressed some degree of skepticism that social flow experiences could continue forever. There 

was no agreement on an optimum time for participants; some indicated social flow could only be 

sustained for a few months, others for many years.  

Given that this study seeks to build a model for the role of trust in social flow, the 

ongoing sustainability of that social flow is beyond its scope. One example of a team that has 

lasted decades is the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra. The orchestra is self-directed; it does not have 

a conductor. It has been together for 43 years and has successfully performed throughout this 

period. Although my study did not investigate whether the orchestra experiences social flow 

events, it would be hard to imagine that the orchestra members could stay together for such a 

long time without some incredibly rewarding experiences. Future studies could investigate 

groups that have been together for decades to determine how they sustain their social flow 

conditions. 

Trust 

Role of trust in social flow. Every participant identified a high level of inter-personal 

trust as foundational to the social flow experience. Their views on trust were articulated in 
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similar ways:  they said that trust is an enormous part of social flow; that a strong degree of trust 

must exist for social flow to occur; and that trust was completely pervasive in the team that 

experienced social flow. Participants identified that in order for a team to become an organic 

single unit, trust is critical. As one participant said, “we [the team] were bonded in trust . . . the 

oneness.” Another participant described the experience of trust this way:  it starts with 

individuals being able to trust each other but must morph into a single process. 

A number of participants also identified that where there was no or limited trust, there 

was no social flow experience. The outcome that the team was working towards was, at best, 

adequate. Furthermore, some participants reported that when their team had to “methodically or 

purposefully build trust,” the team was not able to experience the magic of social flow. 

Developing trust. Participants were asked how trust in groups that experienced social 

flow had been developed. Participants agreed that letting trust grow organically was the only 

way to develop it. “It’s just there,” said one participant. They identified it as an unconscious 

process that requires space and time for people to share their stories, and said that small 

interactions and shared small successes increase trust incrementally. Several levels of trust were 

identified by participants: competence, someone’s word, confidentiality, vulnerability, 

credibility, and believability. One participant compared the growth of trust to blowing up a 

balloon: with each breath, the balloon grows. 

Creating conditions for trust to grow starts with selecting the right team members, 

suggested a number of participants. One participant highlighted the impact a single person can 

have: “after the spiky member left, we coalesced.” The need to integrate team members based on 

values and ethics, assuming they have the right skills to participate on a given team, was 
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highlighted by a number of participants.  They also talked about how trust builds based on the 

competence team members display.  

A number of attitudes were identified as key to the right team members. People who 

allow themselves to be open and vulnerable foster the growth of trust. Openness and 

vulnerability were identified as a virtuous cycle: with each increase in trust there is an increase in 

the willingness to be open and vulnerable, which again increases trust. Some participants spoke 

about self-trust and identified it as that which enables people to be willing to be vulnerable. As 

one participant said, “you can’t have social flow if people are defensive.” 

Communicating openly and honestly was also identified as a major contributor to trust. 

Discussing boundaries, having open conversations, and keeping conversations confidential were 

examples of communication that were associated with developing trust in the team. 

Communicating to facilitate group problem solving is also critical to building trust. This was, 

again, identified as a feedback loop – when you know what you say is safe, you are willing to 

increase the level of trust and say more, which again increases trust. 

Participants identified modelling desired behaviour or “walking the talk” as a crucial 

element in trust; if team members see one another behaving in ways that they have agreed to or 

doing what they have committed to doing, then trust will grow. The absence of one particular 

behaviour was highlighted by participants as crucial to trust building: team members could not 

“play politics.” 

Another mechanism that enhances trust is community building amongst team members; 

however, how that community is built varies widely. For some participants, social events such as 

weekly breakfasts were important. For others, socializing outside of work was not important, but 

“bonding over a common enemy” created a sense of a community. Some teams met outside of 
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their normal environment in people’s homes, a scenario which created intimacy; team members 

got to know each other in a different way. A sense of family and comradery was created through 

personal relationships. As one participant said, “we were a little bit more than just work 

colleagues.” 

Participants identified psychological safety as another enabler to trust building: “knowing 

I can be me takes trust to the next level,” was the way one participant described it. Others 

discussed the ability to say anything and share humour, as well as “not having to look over [their 

shoulders].” Yet another identified that trust enabled the coalescing of the team because “no-one 

is watching what others are doing, you just know it’s being done right.” One equated trust to 

safety. 

Lack of trust. Participants also discussed situations where there is no trust. The majority 

of participants agreed that social flow cannot exist without trust, and the group cannot achieve 

that “optimum group experience.” One participant highlighted that if team members experience 

an internal sense of danger, trust cannot flourish. Without trust, one participant said, other team 

members expect that someone is “doing something unexpressed for nefarious reasons”; where 

team members have hidden agendas, trust cannot exist. A lack of trust sets up barriers: one 

participant talked about an “energy barrier” being erected. Furthermore, once trust is broken, the 

team “can’t ever focus the same way” again. 

Discussion. That trust is foundational to social flow is something all participants agreed 

on, but they identified that trust needs to grow organically.  Trust building begins with the right 

people on the team who communicate openly and honestly, and model desired behaviour in an 

environment  in which there is psychological safety. Communication, vulnerability, and 

psychological safety are all in virtuous cycle relationships with trust: the more there is of each, 
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the more trust grows, which in turn increases the open and honest communication, vulnerability, 

and psychological safety. Building community, trust, and social flow also have a self-reinforcing 

relationship. The  greater the spirit of community, the more trust grows, in turn  contributing to 

the emergence of social flow which in turn heightens the sense of community. Trust with respect 

to group emotional intelligence was identified as an element and enabler of an upward spiral: 

trust increases group identity, which in turn builds group efficacy, which then builds trust.  

Four of the five factors that increase trust - selecting the right team members, open and 

honest communication, being open and vulnerable, and psychological safety - were also factors 

in generating social flow or characteristics team members exhibit when social flow events occur. 

In the existing research and literature on trust, respect, adaptability, knowledge, and 

autonomy are identified as outcomes of trust. Furthermore, the literature review highlighted that 

group trust has been found to increase the collaborative culture required for building community, 

cooperation and coordination. These outcomes are also all associated with high performing 

teams in the literature and were found to be conditions and characteristics team members exhibit 

when social flow events occur in this study. 

Participants explicitly discussed examples of cognitive trust, or the “willingness to rely 

on a team member’s expertise and reliability” (Barczak et al., 2010, p. 334). The participants’ 

descriptions of selecting the right team members are examples of cognitive trust. Affective trust, 

defined by Barczak et al. (2010) as “the confidence one places in a team member based on one’s 

feelings of caring and concern illustrated by the co-worker” (p. 334), was not explicitly explored 

in this study. Participants said they were confident in their team members, but whether that was 

based on feelings about their team member’s caring and concern was not clearly articulated by 

participants. 
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Conclusion 

As I coded, re-read, re-coded, and further analyzed and discussed my findings, I noticed 

that a model of the role of trust in social flow had begun to emerge. Interpersonal trust appears to 

be the foundation of social flow; for individuals to trust one another, they must first trust 

themselves. Trust enables the conditions and team member characteristics that participants 

proposed are required to generate social flow. Many of these conditions and team member 

characteristics are also, in fact, conditions for high performing teams. Finally, high performing 

teams and five additional conditions from the literature and this research – working in the zone 

of proximal development (literature), decreasing distractions (literature); high levels of 

concentration (this study); a mission driven activity (this study), and a willingness to surrender 

one’s self-awareness (this study) - are generative of social flow. This emergent model is 

presented and explored in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Deriving a Model, Recommendations, and Future Research 

The social flow phenomenon is a complex human experience that requires much more 

research if we are to fully understand it. The role of trust in that phenomenon is also complex 

and it will take more than the two studies I have conducted to determine its contribution to a 

theory of social flow. Through this research, I have proposed a grounded model of the role of 

trust in social flow. 

The Model: Putting it all Together 

Many elements of social flow, high performing teams, and trust are enmeshed, and 

therefore highly interconnected and interdependent. The following model (Figure 1) depicts the 

complex system that must exist for social flow events to occur; however my research did not 

explicitly investigate what actually triggers social flow events, nor did these triggers emerge 

from the data. 

 

Figure 1. A model of the role of trust in social flow.  
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I define social flow as the event that occurs when a team acts as a single, organic unit 

working towards a shared goal in which separation of self no longer occurs and all team 

members articulate similar perceptions of the experience. 

Soloman and Flores (2001) define self-trust as “the ability to trust one’s self to trust 

wisely and authentically” (cited in Russell, 2013, “Trusting Others Begins With Self-Trust”, 

para. 5). Russell (2013) further argues that “you grow self-trust when you have alignment among 

what you value, say, and do. That demonstrates trustworthiness in yourself” (“Trusting Others 

Begins With Self-Trust”, para. 5). The outward manifestation of the alignment of what one 

values, says and does can also be called integrity and is a team member characteristic required 

for social flow. 

Self-trust also enables trusting others (Csikszentmihalyi, 2003; Covey, 2007). Russell 

(2013) highlights research which concludes that we tend to expect others to act as we do 

(“Trusting Others Begins With Self-Trust”, para. 1); thus if we do not trust ourselves, we cannot 

trust others. This dependency is why self-trust is the foundation of social flow; without it we 

would never sufficiently trust others and ourselves enough to lose our sense of selves. 

Furthermore, because of emotional contagion, self-trust will grow for all individuals in the group 

as each member increases his or her level of self-trust. 

The impact of self-trust on trusting others and building inter-personal trust requires time 

before a sufficient level exists upon which to build high performing teams. Time is also required 

to build sufficient trust so that individuals are willing to subsume their self-awareness in service 

of the team’s goals. A high performing team and the additional five characteristics of social flow 

identified in this research and in the literature create the conditions for social flow.  
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Three “upward self-reinforcing spiral[s]” (Druskat & Wolff, 2001, p. 82) were identified 

in this research. Vulnerability, effective communication, and psychological safety all foster trust 

which, in turn, positively impacts the three factors. Building community, trust, and flow also 

form a self-reinforcing upward spiral. Finally, trust, group identity, and group efficacy are 

identified as a virtuous cycle in the literature. Given the number of these upward spirals, the 

model itself can be envisioned as a self-reinforcing upward spiral. It is possible that the higher 

the levels of the factors identified in the three self-reinforcing cycles, the higher the probability 

that social flow events will materialize. These collective upward spirals may also explain why, at 

some point, social flow experiences cease. There may come a time when this upward spiraling 

can no longer be sustained. Future research could explore these self-reinforcing cyclical 

relationships in the search for a theory of trust in social flow.  

Grounded Theory Criteria to Assess Model Completeness 

Level of abstraction. Grounded theory identifies social processes in a particular 

phenomenon by increasing the level of abstraction from participants’ subjective experiences. To 

assess whether I achieved an appropriate level of abstraction, I compared my pilot project model 

to the model that emerged from this study. The detailed comparison is provided in Appendix A; 

however, a simple count of the elements in the pilot project model (16) compared with the eight 

elements in this model demonstrates a much higher degree of abstraction in this study’s model. 

Whether this model is sufficiently abstract is assessed using the next criterion. 

Theoretical saturation. Theoretical saturation is achieved when additional data has 

inconsequential or no impact on the developed model (Huggett, 2003, p. 24). To assess whether I 

achieved theoretical saturation, I developed the model presented in this study after I collected 

60% of my data. I then coded the remaining 40%; the additional data added depth to the 
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categories but did not in any way significantly alter them. The model itself also did not change. 

Therefore, I achieved theoretical saturation, and future research should focus on theoretical 

sampling or empirically validating the model. 

Basic social process. A basic social process is one that gives us a “deeper understanding 

of psychological processes” (Stebbins, 2011, p. 23). The model developed here enables us to 

better understand how social flow can be generated, and perhaps more importantly, that people 

will never experience the magic of social flow unless they trust themselves. The process depicted 

by  my model meets Morse’s (2001) criteria to determine if the model is, in fact, a process: it has 

a beginning, self-trust; and end, a social flow experience; antecedents, the six conditions for 

social flow; and a consequence, the benefits of social flow. 

Trustworthiness. I assessed the model for fit, relevance and work (Anderson et al., 

2012). To determine if I have model fit, i.e. that it relates to the data, I reviewed my interview 

and workshop data with the model in front of me. I found that the model aligns to the data well. 

It is also relevant; the model is connected to the core category that emerged – self-trust. Finally, 

the model works because it explains what conditions for social flow are required, and predicts 

what will occur: if there is not self-trust by every one of the team members, there can be no 

social flow. Because I did not develop a theory, I cannot test my results for modifiability, or the 

ability of the theory “to transcend the substantive area being studied” (Glaser, 2001 as cited in 

Anderson et al., 2012, p. 741). 

I also recognize that “personal bias can distort perception and interpretation” (Stebbins, 

2001, p.48). To limit the potential for distortion, I rigorously examined my own biases. I applied 

Stebbins’ recommendation to question my findings by seeking evidence to contradict my own 

beliefs (p. 48). During the generation of codes, I was uncompromising in my use of participants’ 
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language.  Stebbins (2001) also recommends the concatenation of research from different 

scholars (p. 49); I was able to concatenate my findings with the findings from the literature 

review in the generation of the model’s six social flow conditions. 

Nutt Williams and Morrow (2009) propose three “major categories of trustworthiness” 

(p. 578). One of these categories, “balance between participant meaning and researcher 

interpretation” (p. 578) aligns with Stebbins’ (2001) personal bias distortion. The other two 

categories, “integrity of the data, . . . and clear communication of findings” (p. 578), are 

addressed below.  

The authors argue that researchers must assure data integrity, and propose four criteria. 

The first is the ability “in a qualitative study, [to] replicat[e] . . . procedures” (p. 578). The 

methods section of this thesis clearly outlines my process to assure that other researchers may 

replicate my process. Nutt Williams and Morrow posit that “some evidence that sufficient quality 

and quantity of data have been gathered” (p. 578) must be presented. Earlier in this chapter, I 

present the evidence that my model fits, is relevant, and works. They go on to propose that the 

“quantity of data [is an important consideration to research trustworthiness] . . . so the reader is 

able to grasp the richness and complexity of the constructs under investigation” (p. 578). This 

research achieved theoretical saturation which Nutt Williams and Morrow acknowledge as a 

“hallmark of adequate data” (p. 578). Finally “how interpretations fit the data” (p. 578) should be 

presented in scholarly works. Throughout my findings chapter, I followed Nutt Williams and 

Morrow’s suggestion to present the participants’ voices. 

The third category to establish trustworthiness proposed by Nutt Williams and Morrow 

(2009) is that the findings must be “communicated clearly through writing or presenting of the 

work” (p. 580). This research has been reviewed by my supervisor, my committee member and 
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an external reviewer; one of the acceptance criteria assessed by these readers is clear 

communication of my findings. The acceptance of this research by my committee demonstrates 

that I have achieved this outcome. 

Implications and Recommendations 

Many participants said that social flow occurs when a team is creating, and that positive 

experiences sustain creativity over long periods of time. Creativity is important for human 

happiness (Seligman as cited in Rock, 2009), economic growth (Csikszentmihalyi, 2012), and it 

contributes to businesses success (Florida & Goodnight, 2005; Rego et al., 2007 cited in Barczak 

et al., 2010). Creating the conditions for social flow should also be a goal for the organizations in 

which we spend over one-third of our lives, our work environments, so that they and the teams 

that work within them may reap the human and economic benefits of social flow. One of the 

participants in the study suggested that she can influence her team’s culture to create conditions 

for social flow. While this research did not explicitly explore whether an individual can influence 

her team’s culture to this extent, social flow begins with trusting one’s self, a condition over 

which we each have control. Exploring what self-trust is and how we can enhance it is something 

that individuals who want to have these mystical moments of nirvana will need to undertake. 

How to achieve self-trust is beyond the scope of this research; however, many of the sources 

referenced here will give the reader resources to begin that exploration. 

Given that research shows that only 14% of teams are found to be highly effective and 

over one-third are ineffective (Edmonson, 2012), if organizations want to harness the economic 

benefit associated with creative teams, their leaders need to focus on making these teams more 

effective. To do so, they must develop conditions that generate social flow so organizations may 
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maximize the creative potential of these teams. Organizational leaders and team members can 

focus on building cultures that: 

1. support high performing teams;  

2. assign or recruit team members whose skill levels are in the zone of proximal 

development to complete the team’s task by assuring team members have the skills 

and abilities to meet challenges through training, mentorship and coaching,  

3. decrease distractions for the team;  

4. seek or provide environments that encourage high levels of concentration; 

5. connect the work to a larger mission that resonates for team members assigned to that 

particular work; and 

6. assign or recruit team members who exhibit a willingness to subsume themselves into 

the team construct.  

Organizations and team members should begin with building high performing teams, and then 

focus on creating the additional conditions for social flow. A social flow-supportive culture must 

be created as a system – one cannot simply generate one or two social flow conditions in the 

absence of others. It must necessarily be created and nurtured as a systemic entity. 

Trust, like many of the factors that generate social flow, is rarely explicitly discussed in 

organizations: as one participant said, “it’s an old fashioned concept that nobody talks about any 

more.” This view needs to change if we are to generate cultures that support the emergence of 

social flow. This is one area where team members have a great deal of individual power; we can 

all decide that we will initiate frank conversations about trust and self-trust within our teams and 

with other colleagues.   
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How organizations can develop into social flow-supportive cultures is the business of 

organizational change management and organizational psychology. What this research provides 

is the definition of the culture that needs to exist for social flow events to occur. Case studies of 

both public and private sector organizations in which teams experience social flow would be 

particularly useful to organizations and team members wanting to transition to this ideal team 

state. 

 My research did not discover what actually triggers a social flow event. Even if all the 

conditions for social flow exist, the mysterious magic of social flow may not always occur. 

Exploring what actually triggers this magic is a subject for future research. 

Strengths and Limitations 

The main strength of this study is that it achieved the theoretic saturation that was 

missing from the findings of the pilot project. Furthermore, this study’s findings were explicitly 

assessed against grounded theory criteria to ensure the model is reflective of the social process it 

explicates. 

Constrained by the boundaries of academic research design, this study included limited 

theoretical sampling. Some of the future directions recommended in the Future Research section 

below are examples of the theoretical sampling emerging from the analysis. This limitation 

resulted in the development of a grounded model, rather than a grounded theory, of trust in social 

flow.  

The research is also limited by my inability to observe the social flow phenomenon 

because there is no way I am aware of to trigger social flow experiences on demand for the 

purposes of observation. A complete ethnographic immersion into a group that does experience 

social flow may be the only way researchers can observe social flow when it occurs. 
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Furthermore, I suspect there may also be a generational influence on the social flow experience, 

particularly as it relates to Millennials (those born after 1980). My participant group only 

included one Millennial and the focus of this research was not designed to explore generational 

perspective. This study is set in a North American cultural context; social flow may be a 

completely different experience outside of the western mindset. Future research in this area is 

also recommended below. Finally, I did not investigate potential external influences such as the 

organizational culture within which the team functioned, and private versus public work 

environments. 

Future Research 

Throughout this thesis, I have highlighted areas for future research. For the benefit of 

such research, I have summarized these suggested opportunities for investigation in the 

enumerated list below: 

1. Determine whether elements of various cultural dimension theories (e.g. Hofstede, 

1986; Gray, 1998; Schwartz, 1994 as cited in Kolesnik, 2013) have an impact on 

social flow experiences. 

2. Explore the role of leadership in social flow, specifically as it relates to the divergent 

finding in this study. Furthermore, determine whether leadership is only relevant in 

teams that are not self-directed, or if the degree of independence of the team is the 

determinant of whether a leader’s role is critical to generating social flow. 

3. Investigate why some teams and some people never experience social flow, and 

whether the pace of our lives today makes social flow challenging to achieve. 

4. Explore whether Druskat and Wolff’s (2001) third level of awareness associated with 

team emotional intelligence, being aware of and able to regulate emotions groups and 
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people outside the team’s boundaries, must be present when teams experience social 

flow. 

5. Explore whether social flow is only sustainable where there is an element of 

physicality to the activity which generates the social flow experience. 

6. Investigate groups that have been together for many decades to determine how they 

sustain their social flow experiences. 

7. Determine whether the model of social flow proposed here is itself a self-reinforcing 

upward spiral, and whether that spiral can continue to ascend over the long term. 

8. Empirically validate the model developed in this research. 

9. Develop case studies of both public and private sector organizations in which teams 

experience social flow to help these organizations formulate strategies to transition to 

this ideal team state. 

10. Explore what actually triggers a social flow event in environments where all the 

conditions for a social flow exist. 

11. Investigate whether there is a generational influence to social flow. 

Social flow is a fascinating phenomenon which warrants future exploration even though 

researchers acknowledge that flow is challenging to investigate (e.g. Mugford, 2004). I have 

provided a number of potential measures for future researchers to consider in designing research. 

I am particularly interested in how to generate these conditions in public sector organizations to 

help them deliver the best possible public services, and that is the direction towards which I will 

turn my own future research.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

In 2002, Hackman wrote that “we all experience . . . moments when a team somehow 

comes together in a way that produces an extraordinary outcome” (Making Magic, para. 2). 

Walker (2010) coined the term “social flow” to describe these moments. This research finds that 

self-trust is the very foundation from which these experiences emerge.  

Social flow occurs when a team acts as a single, organic unit working towards a shared 

goal in which separation of self no longer occurs and all team members articulate similar 

perceptions of the experience. Social flow is a desirable state because it can enhance the human 

experience; in fact Seligman, the father of positive psychology, believed that flow is one of the 

three drivers of human happiness (Rock, 2009, p. 69). We are fundamentally social creatures 

(Shirky, 2008, p. 14), and our mental and physical health depends on social connection; the 

social flow experience provides us an opportunity to be part of a meaningful human experience 

which has the added benefit of positively impacting our mental and physical health. Social flow 

also generates and enhances group creativity which increases economic benefits. Some 

researchers argue that the ability to tap into the creative potential of teams will determine the 

future success of business (e.g. Florida & Goodnight, 2005; Rego et al., 2007 cited in Barczak et 

al., 2010) and that teams who function in creative environments have higher levels of 

performance (e.g. Gilson et al., 2005) 

We must take care when we are in groups that regularly experience social flow. One of 

the research participants aptly compared social flow to lava: simultaneously creative and 

destructive. Social flow enhances the team’s ability to be creative and achieve what it would not 

otherwise be able to achieve, but it is also all-consuming and burns people out. 
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This research provides the definition of the culture that needs to exist for social flow 

events to occur: teams must be high performing, their work must be in the zone of proximal 

development, the team’s distractions must be decreased, team members must achieve high levels 

of concentration, they must perceive the work as mission-driven, and each person on the team 

must be willing to subsume his or her self-awareness. How organizations and groups can develop 

social flow-supportive cultures is the question that organizational change management and 

organizational psychology researchers and practitioners will answer. 

This thesis is the second study in my exploration of the role of trust in social flow. 

Empirical validation of the model and theoretical sampling in areas such as the impact of culture, 

and leadership are possibilities for future exploration. Perhaps the most intriguing area for 

exploration is what actually triggers a social flow event   
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Appendix A 

Comparison of Pilot Project Model to This Study’s Model 

To assess the level of abstraction I achieved in the model developed from this research, I 

compared it to the model I developed in my pilot project. Below are the details of that analysis. 

Figure A1 is the visual representation of the pilot project model. 

 

Figure A1: A model of the role of trust in social flow from the pilot project. 

The following table compares the pilot project’s model to the model developed through 

this study: 
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Table A1 

A comparison of the pilot project model to this study model of the role of trust in social flow. 

Elements of the  

Pilot Project Model 

Elements of the  

Study Model 

Notes 

Factors that Build Trust   

Clarity of roles Trusting one another                                                                                                                             Effective communication 

includes assuring roles are 

clear 

Recognition Trusting one another Recognition contributes to 

building community, which 

contributes to enabling inter-

personal trust 

Environment (supportive) Trusting one another A supportive environment 

contributes to psychological 

safety, which in turn 

contributes to enabling inter-

personal trust 

Social blending Trusting one another Recognition contributes to 

building community, which 

contributes to enabling inter-

personal trust 

Emotional Intelligence High Performing Team Team emotional intelligence is 

a characteristic of a high 

performing team 

Shared goals High Performing Team Shared goals are a trait of a 

real team, which is a 

characteristic of a high 

performing team 

Interdependent High Performing Team Interdependence is a trait of a 

real team, which is a 

characteristic of a high 

performing team 

Reflexivity High Performing Team Reflexivity is an element of 

team emotional intelligence 

which is one enabler of high 

performing teams  

Time Time This was a factor in both 

models 

Outcomes of Trust that 

Become Conditions for 

Social Flow 
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Elements of the  

Pilot Project Model 

Elements of the  

Study Model 

Notes 

Psychological safety Trusting one another Psychological safety helps 

build inter-personal trust 

Communications Trusting one another Effective communications 

contributes to enabling inter-

personal trust 

Lack of judgment Trusting one another Lack of judgment is an 

element of psychological 

safety which  helps build 

inter-personal trust 

Interdependent N/A Descriptor of social flow 

Positive team dynamic N/A Outcome of social flow 

Resolving conflict Trusting one another Resolving conflict enhances 

the psychological safety of the 

environment, which helps to 

build inter-personal trust 

Freedom N/A Descriptor of social flow 

Personal satisfaction N/A Outcome of social flow under 

an increased level of 

performance 
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